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A Michaelmas Thought

Jn contrast to the forces of gravity which are

centrifugal and have a concentrating effect, the life
forces of the sun radiate outwards and have a fun-
damentallyexpansive, from our perspective, literally
uplifting effect. The plant world gives most clear
expression to this process strivingupwards into the
light,overcomingthe forces of gravity,whereas in
the mineral realm of geologyeverything tends to

fall, to settle, to level out, co consolidate. Of course

our planet is stirred by both processes, even at the
geologicallevel. Deep down beneath the mantle of
floatingcontinents, the Earth's core is stirred by sun-
like forces that well upwards and break through in
the form of volcanic activity.It is literallybreathtak-
ing to try to grasp the magnitude of such forces.

In Waldorf Schools around the world the festival
celebratingMichael defeatingthe dragon will have
taken place. This image has a special place in our

schools and like most great archetypal images has
many layers of meaning. Foremost, however, is the
idea of Michael holding the middle, holdingthe bal-
ance between extremes, holdingthe conscious centre
in which we find our equilibriumand thus our confi-
dence to go forward into life. That is whyMichael is
associated with courage, light, strength, intelligence
and above all the power of love.

In a memorable and pessimistic epithet, Bob Dy-
lan sang of 'gravity that pulls you down and destiny
that breaks you apart'. The defiant mood of the song
however contradicts this gesture and suggests that

you should raise yourself up and take hold of your
own destiny.Somehow I alwaysremember this line
at Michaelmas.

Theendless long hot summer

seems to have finallycome
to an end and been replaced
by one of the most beautiful
autumns we've been blessed
with for a long time. Though
Britain seems to have mostly
had the benefit of a lovely sum-

mer, other European countries
have suffered a torrid time of

drought, lost crops, forest fires and a drastic rise in
the number of fatalities, mostly among elderlyand
sick people in oven-like temperatures in the cities.
Whether this drama indicates long-term climate

change - as glaciers melt, water tables drop, fruit
ripens earlier and the migration patterns of birds

change by months - remains to be seen.

It reminds us that we never reallylive in stable
climatic conditions but are part of a huge breathing,
pulsating climate rhythm, one which we can certainly
influence through our industrial activities, but which
is essentially,in its complexityand scale, beyond our

normal consciousness. It almost seems as if there
is a conspiracy to prevent us grasping the sheer
scale of the livingworld around us. Such complex-
ity reveals an intelligence that permeates the natural
world from the level of bacteria (the concept of

'simple' organisms is a misnomer, there are no sim-

ple organisms') to the solar system. Of course such

complexity is well represented inside our own heads
and nervous systems. It is a nervous system indeed!
lt is constantly active, ensuring that we don't get
overloaded by the vastness of its own activity. That's
why we need sleep.The energy our brains consume

in beingconscious renders us exhausted.
I find it hard to grasp chat we live on a blue

sphere spinning through space. Trying to visualise
this makes me dizzy.The dramatic appearance of
the planet Mars in our skies in August, swinging
nearer to earth than for tens of thousands of years,
reminds us too that we are part of cosmic processes
of a rhythmical nature. I read that the ellipticalpath
of Mars is accompanied by massive atmospheric
changes as the planet swings closer to and further

away from the sun. If Earth experienced such turbu-
lence and extreme conditions, life would be impos-
sible. The sun we see in the sky (the photosphere is
apparently only a few hundred kilometres deep) is
only part of what actually constitutes the sun. The

greater part that makes up the solar wind reaches
and embraces the Earth in a field of radiatingforces.
These are the or)ginof life forces on Earth.
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The teincr Waldorf Schools FcUowship,who are the proprietors of
Steiner 1idnratio» magazine, ha Ye decided that we should bring out three
numbers a year, instead of the four seasonal numbers we had intended.
However, we: have increased the size of each number to accommodate
the volume of articles we are sent. For subscribers who have paid for
and expect four numbers a year, we hope this will be balanced out (4 X
32= 128 pages or 3 X 44 = 132 pages ...

if you see what l mean).
Though we decided not to have themes for each number, we re-

ceived four articles related to learning to read and write. \,'e have chosen
two that really address quite different topics, a third was sent to us by a

class teacher in Hungary, who we are still tr)1ingto contact. \Vie will bring
this next time as he raises some very interestingpoints about Class 2.
The article by Bernard Graves of the Hiram Trust sheds a very original
light on the nature of the vital educational value of archetypal craft
gestures. My question though, is how do we make the transition from
traditional crafts to the challengesof contemporary design and technol-
ogy? Perhaps this question may provoke some of our readers to put pen
to paper (or even fingers to keyboards).
Josie Alwyn's article about Harry Potter in our June number (which

appeared days before the new Harry Potter) generated considerable in-

terest, including one special correspondent. We received a request from

J. K. Rowling's agent for a copy of Steiner Education.
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The Importance of
Handwriting
An endangered art

Michael Preston
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Prizewinning sunflower - the biggest
in Northern Ireland - which won £1000
for Holywood Rudolf Steiner School

The Sustrans Safe Routes
to School Conference - at-

tended by some children and

parents from Michael Hall
who made the journey from
Sussex to Leicester by bike

and train.
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Waldorfschools may be unique in giving great
weight to good handwriting. From the first

grade of Steiner school, the children learn to write by
hand and to do so beautifully and in an artistic way.
They learn to use a fountain pen and they record in
their main lesson books - in cursive writing - what

they learn about the subjects they are studying. But
is this perpetuation of handwriting skill in Waldorf
schools a quaint anachronism or are there deeper
reasons for its continuance in an age of computer
keyboards?

As with many of the aspects of Waldorf educa-
tion, recent scientific research is corroborating the
value of the use of the hands. Studies also show a

correlation between handwriting and emotional and

psychological condition. Among the findings: the
learning of good penmanship can support the healthy
development of the child; handwriting exercises can

be a means to improve mood and behaviour, and

analysis of handwriting can be a tool for understand-

ing a child's development.Handwritingis not only a

medium of visual communication and an artistic and
manual skill, but embodies and develops important
aspects of mental, emotional and physical integra-
tion.

ln Waldorf school, the skill of writing begins in
those first deeply impressionable days in Class One,
when the children consciously begin to form straight
and curved Lines and then to do many dynamic exer-

cises both with their bodies and with their hands in

rhythmic Linear patterns. Many teachers have been

greatlyhelped by AudreyMcAllen's fine book on the

important beginnings of writing in Waldorf school'.
This emphasis on handwriting, however, goes back

to Rudolf Steiner, the founder of Waldorf Educa-

tion. He gave exact instructions how it should be

taught and provided form drawingexercises that help
children develop and keep a legible and aesthetically
appealing way of writing.
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The Present: relationship between hand
and brain

Eighty years after Steiner's ground-breaking,
integrated approach to education, modern research
is mapping om the 'geography' of mind/body inter-
action. Frank Wilson's much talked about book, The
Ha11d - Ho1v its Use Shtipesthe Bmi11,La11gpageand
H11111a11C1tlt11re 19984 and hls article-The Tme 11,fom-
ing of Ht111ds - 011 Erl11catio,,S show an excitingshift
towards a deeper understanrungof the connection
between brain and hand. He suggests that there is a

powerful interplay between the neuromuscuJar possi-
bilities of the hand and the brain's development. Not
only is thls theoretically supported in the evolution
of our forebears' mental growth and culniral accom-

plishment, but also in the individual development of
each child who primes her brain through an incred-
ible array of manual experience long before she enters

school. These findings were foreshadowed by the

experimental work of Piagetand the earlier insights
of both Rudolf Steiner and Maria Montessori.

There are two adru- ",, -?,
tional and fascinating ,d":-.,'-t,J.??. ..._IIIJll!liiii:??;iir.:;J
aspects of tl1e new

research into hand-brain

development.
Firstly, Wilson notes

that people who have

developedgreat skill in the use of their hands are also

deeply emotionally invested in the skill. The acquisi-
tion of great skill in the hands is, in a fundamental

way, self-defining;it is not only an accomplishment
of fine motor development, but also a change in self
and self - image.
Secondly,Jeanette Farmer, editor of the Ameri-

can HandwritingAnalysis Foundation and long time
researcher and practitioner in the developmental
effects of handwriting for children, highlights the
feedback effects of handwriting on left and right
brain integration, and tl1e emotional development of
children.6

Left brain-right brain

Frank Wilson claims in his book on the band that

the use of fine motor movement in making tools is

Steiner noted that the phonetic alphabets are con-

ventional and arbitrary. Unlike speech, number, and a

sense of rhythm, the shapes of letters and their con-

nection to a particular sound are not natural aspects
of human physiological expression. A given alpha-
bet is physiologicallyand psychologically arbitrary.
Nevertl1eless, every writing system contains certain

archetypal features and makes universal pedagogical
and developmentaldemands.3

All alphabetsconsist of straight, curved and mixed

lines, though they vary in the mix and dominance of

straight or curved lines. Each writing system is both

manifestation and carrier of a culture. A child born

by destiny into a p?ticular culture must learn to use

that culture's writing system in order to express her-

self and to communicate in writing. Each child learns,
more or less unconsciously and with relatively little
effort tO communicate orally. In time however, she
must also learn the rules of writing that govern the

form and layout on the paper. Co-ordination of the

eye with the fine motor control of the hand must be
worked at with great effort of will, concentration, and

repetition, in order to achieve cultural standards of

written expression and communication.

In time, the child internalises these conventions

of self expression and becomes able to learn through
reading, and to express thought and feeling through
writing. Here the child's imitative capacity, manual
skill and will-power connect her with her heritage,
with the wisdom and cultural embodiment of her

language in writing.
A child meeting her culture through language

and its expression in writing, is meeting a hugely
significantpart of life that sustains and enables her

launch into her own possibilities and future destiny.
It is for this reason, perhaps, that Steiner places such
importance on drawing children's attention to the

contribution of 'the older generations'. Today we eas-

ily forget the past generations through human history
who have helped create our understanding and con-

sciousness. It is important that the teacher possesses
gratitude and reverence for the past, engendering in

children a similar reverence and respect for the past
and its extraordinary gift of writing.

The Past: Handwriting and Culture

In Waldorf schools, the learning of writing begins
in the first class, when the children begin with whole

body movement and then draw straight and curved

lines in rhythmic linear patterns, involving sequences
of straight and curved lines, called form drawing.
These will have little stories to them, but the heart

of the work is in the care, repetition and manual skill

in accomplishing these forms on a consistent, daily
basis. These are 'pre-writing' exercises and many
teachers use them intensively for the first two to three

weeks of the Class One.

Then, in an artistic and meaningful way, the

children are introduced to the shapes of our west-

ern Roman alphabet. The teaching of each letter

is accompanied by a story and by an artistic exer-

cise connecting the letter with some living image.
Steiner said chat bringing the letters to the children

in an imaginative,artistic way would help the children

assimilate chem more easily.Mastery of the alphabet
leads on to the children reading their own writing and
then eventually reading texts. This process continues

through the early grades until reading and writing
become established as habitual skills.

i111po,tc111re.The children 11111st110111 launch into this 111ork
fol/lards the J11tl(rc.
Steiner here integrates the past - the stream

of society and culture into which we are born; the

present - the capacities of our hands; and the future
- our shaping of our destiny through our hands and

our idealism, into the process of learning to write.

These three aspects are important in understanding
the meaning and role of handwriting in children's

development.

id''... ? r:
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ln his introduction to the teaching of wntrng 2

Rudolf teiner recommends three steps. The first
links the child to the past, to the heritage of the cul-

ture into which she has been born; the second to the

present and co the capacities which the human hands

give each child; and the third tO the future, to what she

can accomplish by acquiring the ability to write.

Steiner beings by saying:
The child 11111st look 11p1J1ithrererence, 111ithrespect,

to 1/Jhnlthe oldcrgeneralionsbare alreadyachieved and
,vhe1t he is to achieve,too, throughschool. This looking
1/Jith a certain respect to the s11rro11ndi11gculture 11111st be

inspiredin the childfrom the //Cl)'first, so that he real!}
sees ahsos! a kjnd of higherbeingin the people111ho
bate akeadj•gro1/!11older. l,f:/itho"t a111ake11ingthis sense

in teachingand educatio» one cannot get Oil •••

Rudolf Steiner then suggests:
)'ou ,the teacher]call SffYto the children: 1.JJok al )'Oflr-
se!f 110111. You hare h/10 hands, a lefthand and a light
hand. You have these tno hands lo ,vork 1vith;)'Oflcan do

all kinds of thingsnutb these hands.'
The teacher should elaborate, creating a picture

for the child of the many and wonderful things
human beings can do and make with their hands.

Working with one's hands leads to the future, but the
work must be shaped by the right soul mood. 'The
teacher 11111st raise lo the level of the soul's consaonsness the
ideals that are lo be realized.'

Thirdly, Steiner suggests:
) ou _theteacher]can sq;, lo the child: 1Watch 111c do

this'. () ou draiu a straightline)'NoJ11do ii uutb )'Oflr 011m

hand'. Noi» )'OIi can let the children do the same, as slo/11!)1
as possible,for it 11'ill11at1m1I!)•be a slo111process if J'O"
are goingto call the children 011! one 0• one and let them

..
do it 011 the board and then go back to their places.The
rightassimilation of teachingin this case is of the greatest

Steiner Educ::mon5



now thought to have also played a central part in the
development of language.Thus, for modern human
beings, the left brain is the dominant hemisphere for
language,sequential thought and reasoning. It also
has to d1J with the fine-motor skills involved in hand-
writing.
Drawing upon contemporary and historical

research into handwriting and neuro-physiology,
Farmer makes some fascinating observations about
the relationship of left and 1-ightbrain and the psy-
chological feedback effects of handwriting.The right
brain controls gross motor and sensory activity and
is more ancient in our historical development. The
left brain controls fine motor movement especially
the fingers.

She cites research showing that the straight line
requires greater impulse control and is more related
to the left brain, while the curved line is freer and
more natural to the right brain and is connected to

gross motor movement.

When a child begins to work intensively with

straight ?U1d curved lines, especially with the onset

of writing, the right and left brains are brought into
greater and more intensive relationship. With th.is

cross fertilisation and newly enhanced connected-

ness, the brain is evolved and 'upgraded' into a more

complex and developed state of readiness for learn-

ing, especially a readiness for reading. Not only is
the brain's recognition readiness enhanced but also
intellectual and emotional focus, necessary for the

very complex task of letter recognition and reading,
is energised. This research therefore begins to offer a

fascinating neurological explanation and validation of
Steiner's furn insistence on form-drawingand writing
before reading.

Emotional feedback between hand and
brain

However, the achievement of form or handwrit-

ing on paper is only part of the loop of hand-brain
inA?ence. As mentioned earlier, the role of emotion
in the hand, particularly through handwriting, is a

fascinating field of research that is very current in

neurological research. It would not be surprising to

find a book on the emotional intelligence of the hand

appear in print before too long!

One recent researcher in psychology, Dr. James
Pennebaker,' has found that regular expression of

feelings and thoughts through writing at the rate of

twenty minutes a day for a week resulted in a signifi-
cant boost to the immune system (This may not be

exclusively handwriting, as opposed to typing, though
it is probably more commonly the former, but it is
still feelingmediated by the hands in linguistic form).
Other neurological research has found that rhythmic
movement in both gross and fine motor movement,
produces a feeling of well-being. Repetitive move-

ment also achieves a better balance between the

thinking and feelingbrain and promotes better left-

right brain co-ordination.
Waldorf teachers arc familiar with the application

and value of Form Drawing. Steiner formulated it,
among other reasons, as a hygienicnecessity for the

balance and strengthening of the children. The mix-

ture of motor and visual (hand and eye) co-ordination
seems particularly powerful. AU of these forms are

built up on the straight and curved line. In the practice
of Eurythrny we are also aware of the effect of whole

body activity utilisingstraight and curved movements.

Both Eurythrny and Form Drawing are valued by
Waldorf teachers as fundamental developmental tools
and educative, hygienicelements.

Remedial and therapeutic handwriting
Jeanette Farmer's work is an interesting addition

in that it particularly emphasises the hygenic and
developmental value of handwriting. Using rhythmic
music as a background, she has extensively experi-
mented with children doing sequences of simple,
straight and curved forms - very similar to ribbon
form drawing or pre-writing, such as Joan Gladich (a
former Waldorf teacher) and Paula Sassi suggested in
their first book The 11?',iteAj)proocl}Farmer's work has

had remarkable results in bringing sustained calm and

greater focus to children in early grades right up to

High School, usuallyattained through daily 15 minute

sessions over a minimal period of three weeks but

preferably longer.A new 'running form' is introduced
each day (previous ones can also be revisited later). A
liner or some form of size guideline on plain paper
helps the children to keep to the ideal of regular-
ity and even rhythm. Her handbook has a music

CD included with music played at about 60 beats a

minute. I have experimentedwith chime bars which

can be tuned pentatonically for younger children,
or othenvise for older. Played quietly and rhythmi-
cally during the exercise, they help to bring quiet and
eacefuJ eogagemenl. I worked with noticeable results
?singthese exercises with my Fifth Grade in the first

15 minutes of each morning. The children were very
calm and centered when we ended and this carried

over into the Main Lesson. They greatly enjoyed the
activity but wanted a break after about five weeks.

Later in the year 1 did a similar pre-Main Lesson

activity but this time with a book of cursive handwrit-

ing exercises. Again, I noticed a similarly quietening
aJ1d focusing effect. I also brought this activity to a

course on Handwriting at our last Teachers' Confer-

ence and to two Facultymeetings. Colleaguesfound it

a caJrn.ingand focusing experience. It would be most

interesting to see how this use of fine-motor practice
in our classrooms and at different grade levels could

help restless and unfocused children.

Jeanette Farmer claims solid success with trou-

bled, unfocused or attention-deficit children, and

also children in inner-city schools. I believe her fine

research and field trials offer a promising addition to,
or adaptation of, our work in Waldorf Education. Her
research gives deeper meaning to developinghand-
writing skill, and also a possibly valuable therapeutic
addition to our range of natural remedial options as

class or specialist teachers.

The Future: handwriting as a pedagogical
and therapeutic tool

As well as the therapeutic value of handwriting
as a fine-motor skill and psychological integrator,
the unfolding development of a child's and young
person's writing can be an important aspect of the
teacher's pedagogicalobservation and guidance.

As children get older their writingslowly deviates
from the copy book script and develops into their
own unique style. This reflects the child's physiol-
ogy, motor and psychological dispositions. This
usually unconscious individualisingof handwriting
is especially pronounced after puberty.Among the
aspects of the writing that typicallychangeare slam,
size, looping, connections and regularityand size of
margins, spacing between words. Some changesare
intrinsic to the child's individuality, others the result
of carelessness or bad habits. Over the last two

centuries, in Europe and the United States, a great
deal of research has been invested in deepeningan

understanding of the psychological dynamics and
implications of expressive movement in handwriting.
Graphology or handwriting analysisis an old and

well-established field of study. As well as practition-
ers and academic researchers, many great th.inkers,
including Goethe and Einstein, have been convinced
that handwriting expresses character. The English
painter Thomas Gainsborough is said to have placed
a sample of his subject's writing next to his easel as

S,cincrEduc:uion7



handwritingcan promote psychological growth and
health.

If we can consciously guide children in their

handwritingwith the same devotion we give to other
areas of teaching, handwritingcan take its rightful
place alongside the arts and inteUectual learning in
the Waldorf curriculum. It will become a powerful
and anchoring means of strengtheningchildren on a

consistent basis, developingtheir capacities, and help-
ing them move confidently and courageously towards
their future and their destiny.

Michael Preston was educated
in Kenya, New Zealand and

England. He taught as a volun-

teer in Vanuatu, state schools in

England,and has been a Waldorf
Class teacher for 21 years. He
trained at Emerson College and
lacer gained his Ph.D. at London

University, specialising in the

phenomenology of perception. Recently he received
California State accreditation in handwriting analysis.
Michael and his wife teach in the Honolulu Waldorf
School. Their three children have all happily gradu-
ated from Waldorf Schools.

balance of soul. lt is interesting to study Abraham
Li11coln's handwriting in this regard! His writing
contains a great range of fine qualities: care, beauty,
balance, clarity, evenness, steadiness, legibility,origi-
nality, strength, energy and focus are present and are

examplesof some of the desirable qualities to which
all writers can aspire!

Thus handwritingcan be used to create a positive
classroom environment for learning.It can be used as

a way to understand the children more deeply.Steady
year-to-year guidance toward aesthetic and balanced
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feeling. The lower zone, of downward extensions,
reflects practical/physical interests and willing. The
three zones give a picture of the relative dominance
and balance between these three areas.

The teacher can also use handwriting to pro-
mote healthy development. 1n other academic and
artistic activities we do not accept just any work or

behaviour. \Vie guide the children according to certain

patterns and models with inbuilt aesthetic and moral

standards. This should also apply in the realm of pen-

manship. With an enhanced understanding of the role

of the psychological and developmental significance
of handwriting it is no longer sufficient to see it as

'merely' a visual medium of communication, a ves-

sel for information whose execution and appearance
is of little importance, Just as we regard the manner,

clarity and warmth of speech as very important in the

deliveryof oral communication, so too must we value

the 'manner of writing' as an aspect of psychological
development.

Some of the individual deviations from 'copy-
book' writing, which naturally and inevitably occur,

are healthy developmental expressions of individual-

ity. But there are ideal 'norms' that we can apply to

individuals, just as walking upright with grace and bal-

ance applies as an ideal to every individual no matter

how differently built or of what temperament.
A balance of white space and writing is like a

balance of speaking and listening or giving out and

taking in. Clear, even margins express a sense of

boundaries, manners and respect as well as aesthetic

awareness. Clear white spaces between lines of writ-

ing express and support mental clarity. Evenness of

mid-zone letter size supports emotional steadiness
and self-control. Balance of the three zones of writ-

ing is an ideal but a teacher can certainly try to nudge
a student away from too much shrinkageof the upper
(imagination) or lower (practical) extensions.

Since there is a mutual interrelationship of

handwriting and character, continued instruction
and training in penmanship may positively influence

,
me developing character. Io other words - ongoing
guidance in clear, balanced, aesthetically pleasing
handwriting may encourage a clarity, harmony, and

he observed and painted her, in order to deepen his

understanding of her character.
Two major approaches to handwriting analysis are

practised today, One correlates certain traits with cer-

tain strokes and is detail-oriented. The other school
is holistic and concerns itself with gestalt features of

writing such as layout and margins, slant, size of writ-

ing, pressure, speed, and line and word spacing.
Teachers can easilygrasp many of the principles

of the gestalt approach and use them as an additional
means to observe children, in a phenomenologi-
cal rather than diagnostic way. Just as a child's body
language, and his relationship to form as expressed
in drawing, painting, eurythrny and handwork are

indicative of growth and health, so his handwriting
reveals much of importance. Observation of hand-

writing can help us understand a child's development
and challenges. As children mature their writing is a

gestural picture of overall, developmental progress.
The blank page is like a stage onto which the actor

- the person who writes - walks. Some walk in boldly,
perhaps overconfidently or even carelessly. Others are

aware of their surroundings, stepping carefully, paying
attention to protocol and aesthetic niceties. Others

are timid or lost in their own world. Their writingmay
even appear marooned on the page. Some have a lot

to say and use e,ery inch of space. Others allow for
areas of quiet 'white space'. A graphologist will often
turn a page upside down before reading anythi.og,just
to gain an impression of the gesture of the writing in
the space of the page.

Other things ro note include: size and steadiness
of ?ze; slam; size and evenness of the four surround-

ing margins; white space between the lines; size and

evenness of spaces between words; consistency or

rise and fall of the line of writing- particularlywhere
there is no guideline/liner; degree and qualityof con-

nective strokes between letters; pressure or intensity
of the writing.
According co graphology, the upper zone of a

line of writing - comprising the upper extensions

of letter - corresponds to thought and imagination.
The rnidzone of non-extended lower case letters such

as m,n,o reflects social emphasis and 'here-and-now'
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1. Steiner, R. The Child's Cha11gi11gConstionsness and 117aldo,fEducation. Lecture of 18th April l 920.
2. ibid.

Editorial comment.
An example of practice-based research

a recall activity.Looking through and then read-

ing today's new story is done in a way that practices
both reading together and individual readingaloud
but also acknowledgesthe place of rest and silent

reading and the need for pause and reflection from
time to time in relation to content. Other activities
include the choosing of one or two supplementary
(and easier) books to read (a process which almost

always results in spontaneous readingaloud). We
also carefullywrite down the book titles and put the
books into folders. Finallywe clear the table for one

last game or activity - something which varies from
week-to-week accorclingto the time remaining, the
prevailingmood (mine as well as the children's), and
the teaching decision made in the lightof what has

emerged in the lesson.

John, Michael and David are all in Class Three,
and have been coming along for a small group
reading practice since almost the beginning of the

Jan Stebbing

The Englishword 'read' comes fron: the same uord as 'riddle' (GermanRatsel), It impliesthat something
1111k1101vnhas to be deciphered.Karl KonigOn Readingand Writing

Re-awakening the Word:
Learning to read in a Steiner Waldorf school

John,Michael and David have arrived for their

weekly reading lesson. The learning support room

rs bright and sunny, a small treasure house of books
and reading games, and here they are, prompt as

always, flushed and bright-eyed from their break in

the sunshine and ready now for their work together.
They will also, later on in the week, have small group
reading time in the context of the classroom, but
th.is session is just for them.

They're eager to say how they got on with the
books they took home last week and to show their
homework drawings.There's a mild cacophony of
sound which soon settles as we fall into the rhythm
of the lesson. Th.is usuallyconsists of a short review
of the homework tasks; makingsure that all books

are back and checkingthis off on their booklists;
recalling the main elements of last week's new story;
playinga 'story-specific' readinggame with sentences

and phra,sestaken from the story, and also, perhaps,

MR

'they will be able co read in due course

- perhaps a few months after their

ninth year. It does not reallymatter if

they cannot read earlier, because they
have learnt it in a natural and whole-

some way.'2
Today most parents probably

would mind if their child was not

reading by the age of nine. Interest-

ingly however, Steiner's comment

places the emphasis on the natural,
holistic method. It doesn't matter

as long as the child has learned in a

natural way.
i\Iany children do cake longer to

learn to read and require learning
support. In the South Devon School

a project has recently been started

co research how best to support late

readers. This project builds on work

done over many years in the school

in learning support. Their approach
seems co me co follow Steiner's

originalsuggestions in a very thought-
ful way. More importantly,I feel, this
project shows how practice-based
research in schools with relatively
little resources can lead to real quality
development,

importance of this transformation
Waldorf education allows time for
an organic transformation to occur,

The emphasis on story-telling and
oral presentation throughout the
school is critical because narrative is

an essentially artistic way of ordering
experience and complements the more

systematic,abstract approaches that
dominates much modern thinking and
practical life.

Reading fol.lows writing in the
\'fa.ldorf curriculum, on the basis of
'first do then understand'. The process
proceeds from pictorial representation
of the letters, via capital letters, lower
case and cursive script and ultimately
printed text. Steiner recommended

an integrated approach to reading in
which the whole word recognition
(also known as the analyticmethod),
phonetics and spelling methods are

used. Each aspect plays a role in

enabling the child.to grasp the various
tasks involved in reading. Above all

he pleaded for 'a certain pedagogical
skill and artistry,which will avoid a too

one-sided drill
...

'1

He also went on to suggest that

if children start at the age of seven,

Readingis a mystery. Ir is an enor-

mously complex skill that is barely
understood neurologically. It is easy
when you can do it but not when you
can't. One of the remarkable facts

about the skill of reading is that there

occurs a moment when an individual
can translate the symbols on the page
into a meaningful inner thought expe-
rience. This moment can take a long
time to arrive and will require much

perfecting, bur it marks a highlysignif-
icant stage of development, W'ith the

abiliry to read comes the beginning of
the transition from oraliry co literacy,
two fundamentally different ways of

experiencing the world. Literacy forms
the basis for more rational, logical,
linear, sequential, categorising and
abstract ways of thinking and remem-

bering. Literate memory is more

individual and internal, oral memory
is more situational, collective - often

ritual and less personal.
One of the key tasks of educa-

tion is co ensure that literacy does
not simply replace oraliry,Oraliry
has to be transformed because it is

the basis for intuitive, holistic think-

ing and imagination.Because of the

10 S=ier Eciuooo:, S,eincrUuation 11



school rear, when we look at the children's reading
as part of the Class Two assessment. This is done in
an holistic way, using the J cale Analysisof Read-

ing Ability.This gives a very clear diagnostic picture
of which children will need support over the years
and, indeed, of how best they might be supported.
There will be some children who arc relatively high
and dry in reading terms, of course, by the begin-
ning of Class Three, and a small few who will need
close one-to-one special needs and extra lesson
work throughout. lo fact, David has both kinds of
additional lesson as the basis of his learning support
programme (quite enough for anyone, you'd think,
but he was desperate not to miss out on the reading),
but John and Michael, alongside several others in the

class, are what could be described as 'in-between'
children. W/e've learned over time that there are a

number of children in each class each year who, if
left alone, will not be able successfully to make the

leap from recognition into independent reading and
that this can be an unnecessary source of frustration
and bewilderment for chem.

Therefore, in order to help them in making a start

as readers (and so that we ourselves have a very clear

picture of their strengths and weaknesses in this

regard) reading support is organised for them in a

fairlywell-structured and finely-tuned way as soon as

we know what they need. By the end of Class Three

we hope they are happy and confident with what

thev have achieved.
The practice of working together as read-

ers in the recognition sense is something with
which the children in this class are already
familiar. They were the beneficiaries last year
of the South Devon Class Two Project, which
aimed to enhance literacy. In collaboration with
the class teacher and under the auspices of the

school and the learning support department and

the menrorship of Trevor i\Iepham (of Ply-
• mouth University), several exploratory initiatives

were taken.
These included the translation of known

verses and familiar fables into large (class) and
small (individual) handmade reading materi-
als and careful observations were made of the

children's responses to these. We also consid-
ered ways in which reading practice in Class
Two could besc be organised in accordance with

\Yaldorf educational principles. Last but not

least, we undertook a revision of the teaching
of phonerics (including the short vowels and

the simple consonant digraphs) in an integrated
way alongside the iocroductioo of the lower

case scnpt.
This lase initiative meant that, whether or not

individual children were ready to read in Class

Two, they were equipped comfortably with a

knowledge of the code which would meanwhile be

serving them as beginnerwriters.
The use of the handmade reading materials

was carried over into the first half-term of Class
Three for those who needed it and thus we moved

gradually into more finely-tuned and individually-
orientated small-group readingwork, beginning with,
amongst others, John, Michael and David who by the
rime of writing have had a full two terms of gujded
reading support.

All three children have made significant progress
over time, gaining some 14 months in 'reading age'
terms between September and May.Without excep-
tion they all feel stronger, confident and keen. At
the beginning of Class Three it wasn't possible for
us to know with certainty whether John and Michael

(amongst others) were simply being 'sleepy' and
biding their time, or whether they were children

who might be in need of some specificlearning
support. Now that we have spent the best part of a

year together in th.is way they are well-known to us

as readers (as well as writers, storytellers, painters,
tree-climbers and so on). Above all we can say that

they have had a well-held opportunity to experi-
ence themselves as readers, and that, moreover, they
appreciate having a small amount of independence
in this regard.
Really,all that happens over the year is that we

make a beginning: we get into the Aow of things, we
engage in the 'riddle' of reading.First and foremost,

Out jumpedthe 11011,
''Now \'11"1FREE 1

Thank ?ou 900?1mouse
for helpingme.

though, at this stage in their development as readers

the children need to continue on with the Class Two

pattern of 'doing it together'. With the exception of
one or two children each year who may reallyneed to

work one-to-one, the children for the most part need

1(1 like to work together in small groups. Three isa,

the ideal number and it usually works nut rhat this

many children will share a similar-enough 'reading
age' to find working to?etherfflut?ally_beneficia?.
This doesn't mean they I.Iall have identical learrung
approachesof course, but they will all benefit from

c?periencingthis face and from the support and

inspirationthey will inevitably offer each other over

rhe course of time.

Secondly,we are going to work with stories and

story-specificreadinggames. The more beautifully
written and illustrated the book the better, but even

dusty old Beacon Readers contain well-written tales

and when we're reading together it can all be car-

ried along and embraced with a passion, right to the

very last word. There's an art to this of course, but

it's always surprising to feel the energy and dynamic
brought to the task by the children and it always
comes alive in the reading. Quite apart from any-
thing else they love the opportunity ro practice their
'instrument' in this way and it has to be said that they
always come to the task with a will.

The secret of this approach to the art and prac-
tice of hearing children read is fourfold: firstly we

are reading narrative, secondly the books are artfully

1·1om a lion.bi9andstrcn9I

chosen for readabilityand suitability,thirdlywe're
going to be playinggames, and fourthly we're going
to have our books at home for a while, a privilege
which is very much appreciated by the children. ln
this way the experience of both the reading and the
stories will be thorough and hopefullypenetrating;
nothing is going to be hurried and on the contrnrr
we are going to be takingour time.

So that we are able to work sensitivelywith
the children, the storybooks or stories-in-readers
are colour-coded discreetly by readabilityin a way
which cross-references with 'readingage', so that,
for instance, books at 'stage 6' will be comfortably
readable for children with a readingage of between
7 and 7 years 6 months; books at 'stage 7' will be
suitable for children with readingages of between 7

years 6 months and 8 years, and so on.

The basic principle here is that when the mate-

rial is suitable, not only in the sense of beinga story
or narrative well-chosen for these particular chil-
dren but also from the po.int of view of readability
(provoking an 'error' rate of not more than between
five and ten words in every hundred). The child will
then be being met in just the right place and over

the course of rime will gain in both skills and Au-

ency, much as the novice pianist gradually Aourishes
as a musician through the regular practice of 'easy
pieces'.

So we meet each week for a lesson which feels

relatively easy, and any shift in faculty is left to hap-
pen by itself: we work and playwidely over time with
materials at one level of readability,using resources

both made and gathered in as we go along, and we

wait and see how it goes. Sometimes the move-

ment happens relatively suddenly, and we're all

taken by surprise, and at other times the changes are
more gradual, but whatever the case we wait until
readiness has shown itself so that we are always
responding sensitively to the children's learning
requirements. One of the rewards of workingwith
beginner readers in this way is to experience and wit-

ness these moments when they come.

Another of the rewards, it has to be said, is the
enjoyment which game-playing brings to one and
all. In the course of playingstory-specificreading
games such as (an adapted) 'Go Fish' (with phrases
or sentences taken from the previous lesson's main

story), 'Dice Grune' (with phrases or words), or the

pelmanism/memory game (with words or extremely
short phrases), a good deal of helpful diagnostic
information yieldsitself up in one way and another,
but above all the experience for everyone concerned

is an enlivening one.

l hope that it's appropriate to add at this point
that enjoyment has also been the experience of
those parents who have over time become commit-
ted reading helpers in the classroom-based Classes
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• Its most important expression of activityis in the
physical energies that initiate movement in the body.

Further, it can bring our Life of feelinginto
movement and so create and kindle the imagination.

It can stir and activate our mental picn1ringto
the point that they are no longer mere reflections or

copies of the outer world.

Workingwilfullyand creatively with our ch.inking
can enable this activity to become alive and assume

an individual character. In th.is way such great think-
ers as Goethe could, for instance, move beyond the
botanical point of view of the plant world and come

to an experience of what he termed the Archetypal
Plant. Rudolf Steiner mentioned on a number of
occasions that he attributed his own creative thinking
possibilities and his ability to come to a perception
of the inner nature of tilings to the efforts of will
needed in the use of his muscles during adolescence.
In particular he recalled the beneficial efforts of
work such as chopping and sawingwood, digging
and harvesting potatoes.

The more ive take into aaoun! that intellect develops
Jro111the 1J1ove111enls of the li111bs,from dexte1ityand
skills, the better ii 111illbe.

Rudolf Steiner Basie Education Course 1920
However, comments made by Rudolf Steiner in

1924 during the 'Curative Education Course' indicate
that he already perceived back then the lack of prac-
tical ingenuity-skills.The teaching and educational

practice of the day, he maintained, reflected the

general state of consciousness. Out of 800 children
at the Waldorf School only a handful could be said
to have a practical aptitude for work. ln referring to

those children, Rudolf Steiner said:

Livingin the ti111eof the jlo111e1i11gof i11tellect11alis111,
the sont]spi,it of the children cannot penetrate the

111usrle!J'Sle111,it 011b•connects lo the bo1111s.The result

of this later in lifeis an even a/ore d,yintellectual dead

thinkingand a generallifesryleof oraterialiss). A

healtl!Jrlllt!J' Lo developthe intellect 1110,ddhe as far as

possible,throNghthe 111il/.This 111e can do 011/yI?)'pass-
ingvia the artistic to the develop,i,gof the intellect. 1

Redressing imbalance
We tend to restore our life forces or vitality more

consciously nowadays throughconsciously planned
activities such as walking,gardening, holidays, health
rreatments, sport, fitness training and so on. There
are plenty of suggestions in the weekend newspapers
and ocher magazines as to what we can do. However,
few of these activities really school the will fore-

ers of the child. Indeed the soul forces of thinking,
feelingand willing are not generallyacknowledged
as such, let alone nurtured so as to strengthen, refine
and harmonise them.

What do we mean by will? Will is a soul force that

can be active in different parts of the human being.

Bernard Graves

How do you do?

Craft and Movement Gesture in Education

To move or not to move: hyperactivity
and lethargy

It is clear that in a society becomingever more

sedentary and where the keyboard is replacingthe
traditional pen and in which we ace increasingly
transported around, the child's need for primary
engagement through the sense of movement and

gesture is being curtailed and undermined. Play is
often restricted or channelled into formalised recrea-

tional activities. Children are increasinglymanifesting
compulsive, uncontrolled, aimless movements. \Vhat

appears as constant mobility is actually a kind of
inner immobility. In addition the moving images
children are flooded with mask th.is immobilityand
present a kind of barrier to direct engagement in

purposefulactivity.The overwhelming experience
is of imbalance and a fight against the sapping or

stunting of both life and soul forces.

Moreto the point, how do you learn to do and
what do you learn by doing?These questions

challenge us today to find and demonstrate pathways
from doing to thinking.Doing implies either inner or

outer movement. Thinking about doing necessitates
some degree of awareness of movement gesture, a

largely unconscious activity.

Will-Developed
Intelligence

Jan Stebbing has been a Learn-

ing Support teacher for several

years at the Rudolf Steiner
School of South Devon and
has had a special interest in

the transition into reading.
She began her teaching career

in 1975, has a background in
mainstream literacy and special
needs education across a wide

age-range and has studied and researched into the

acquisition of language and reading at postgraduate
level at the University of Reading. She has also been

the author of early reading materials for Ginn and

Macmillan Education, and of Readi11gfarNlca11ing:an
investigationinto the effectof narrative in /1110 readingtexts
far seven )'Car-olds,published by UK.RA, 1982. She has
been involved in Steiner education since 1991 and has
three sons.

The children's names have been changed.
Specialth1111kslo San,h B1i'11dl1y.

as individuals in th.is respect; the way in which, for

instance, the strength of John as an intuitive reader

complements Michael's more considered and observ-
ant approach; the quality of moral response which
has been brought co us over time by David, and
the contribution which his necessarily more phonic
approach makes to the overall learning landscape of
the group.

We also learn about each other as we play the
games: when we play 'Go Fish', John has a keen

eye and is alwaysquick to remember where things
are; Michael takes delight at his smallest successes

but is younger than the others and so I need to be
mindful alwaysof where he is in his responses and

awareness and of bis need, still, to take things at his
own pace; David playsgenerously and can be playful
with the game dynamic from time to time in a way
which keeps us all on our toes. Later, when we play
pclmanism/memory, Michael and David can bring
into play their word-level synthesising skills, whilst
John learns how to slow down and work sequentially
at the grapheme-phoneme level.

The point here is that through the process of

working closely with those children who need sup-
porting in a finely tuned way in their reading practice
we giveourselves plenty of food for thought,
understanding,and the development of expertise
in relation to reading and the nature of the reading
process in the English language.Th.is really is in its

own right the very richest of realms and as such is
one to which we should not be closing our eyes.

A5

Three and Four afternoon reading support sessions
(although in this context books are not sent home
with the children).The application of small group
reading to the classroom arose initiallyas a result
of the interest of the then Class Three teacher,
Lise Platt, and of Beverley Powell, who is Learning
Support Co-ordinator here, and who continues to

support it and to carry it forward strongly for the
school. It takes time and care at the beginning of
things with each new group of helpers to establish

working protocols, and lesson preparation has to be

especiallythorough and well thought-through, but
ultimately it brings a strong sense of enjoyment and
fulfilment to those whose involvement makes it pos-
sible for us to work (and play) in th.is way.
?

Meanwhile, in terms of the learning outcomes

of game-playingin the context of reading practice
times - the cultivation and exercise of the skills of

recall, recognition and reading at the level of both

sentence and word, for instance - the task itself
does the work. For example, in preparing to request
'cards' from one another the children quite natu-

rally rehearse their reading silently; in response to a

reguest for a phrase or sentence, they are looking,
listening and cross-checking for recognition; as they-
make a reguest themselves they are reading aloud,
and so on.

Beyond this, it is my own experience that things
emerge in the context of these reading times which

invite contemplation on many levels, and which lead,
in the end, to a real sense of knowing the children

as readers in some depth. For instance, what kinds
of narrative they respond to, and how they differ
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Transformation and metamorphosis within the body and head

ln movement-orientated teachingwe are strengthen-
ing the 'l' through rhythm via the Limbs. We caU th.is
the Craft Gesture. Movement (kinetic)education
helps to structure the brain and form a focus for the
individual soul-spirit (the 'I').

1. The head is a formed structure. The 'I' within is
small and undeveloped. The task of educator is
to awaken the 'I' here.4

2. ln the Limbs the 'l' or human spirit is very large
and spread over the surface of the body.

\
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Education via the head senses is a sedentaryleanui,gprocess.

'Knittingsupports a healthydevelopmentof thinkingas it emerges in the adolescent Jtears.
' 3

The origin of speech, gesture and the craft gesture

Present 01ndition

. ··-

------
Gczduring mvVClfflcznt --------

-----

Speechmovements
Gesture, mime, dance activity,
eurythmy
Movement. patte ms of work &

craft gestures

The newborn infant expresses a multitude of

movements, of which he/ she is not yet master.

Control comes from above to below - from the eyes
to the legs and feet. Movement at first takes hold
of the child, from the outside as it were, and limb
movements are only gradually mastered. The primary
reflexes are developed by imitation and transform
into an individualised mastery of movement pat-
terns. Attaining uprightnessand making chose first
tentative steps are, however, only the beginning.The
expression of movement in the child leads on to

other faculties in the realm of the soul. Crawling,
walkingand all manner of bodily movements lay the
foundation for the acquisition of many finer skills
such as speech and ultimately chinkingprocesses
which arise out of internalisation of outer move-

ment.

Thinking about doing; the origins of
movement

Toda}',anthropologists see a close link between
brain development, the origins of language and the

early use of tools5. Rudolf Steiner, when speak-
ing about the origins of movement and speech,
explained that the human being was originally not a

speaking creature, bur rather expressed him/her self

through movement." Gesture became transformed
into speech movement and other movements.'

The human being shares the ability to move

with animals but, whereas animals learn the move-

ments they require more or less at birth, the human

being needs several years' practice to develop all the
movements required to enable him/her to walk in an

upright position.

This quote, by Professor Matti Bergstrom, was found
in an Ikea catalogue a few years ago:

The brain discovers ubar the fingers explore.The
densi(,yof nerve endingsin 011rftngertipsis enormous.

Their disaiminauau is almost as goodas that of 011r

vies. If 111e don'! use our fingers,if in childhood mid

youth 111e become 'finger-blind?this rich ne/1J1ork of
nen es is impooerisbed- JJ1hichrepresents a h11geloss
to the brain and tbtuarts the individm,l's all-aro11nd

developl)Jent.S11ch damagemqy be likened to blindness

itse!f.Perhapsiuorse, 111hilea blind person 11101simpfy
not be able to ft11dthis or that ol!fect,the finger-blind
cannot m1derstr111dits inner meaningand 11C1!11e.If 111e

neglectto developand train 011r children's fingersand the
creative.forl)J-bNildi11gcapacitiesof their hand m11scles,
then 111e neglectlo developtheir 1111der.rta11di11gof the
1111iryof things;u1e thJ11a1"/their aesthetic aud crea-

tive powers. Those 1J1hoshaped011r age-oldtraditions
ahv01sunderstood this. 1311ttod(Jj'11:7estemcivilisation,
an information-obsessedsocie!)1that overvalues science

and totderualues true uortb, bas fargo1tc11it ci/1. IIYe
are 'va/Ne-da111aged'.The philosopl?J'of our uptm·11g-
i11gis science-centred and 011r schools are progra111med
toward that end

...
These schools he/lie no time for the

creative potentialof the 11i111blefingersand hand and

that arrests the all-ronnd dc11elop111enlof 011r chi/rlren

- and of the 1vholeco11111mmj:y.

One of Steiner's fundamental precepts is that

when we engage the child in physical practical activ-
ity, such as handwork or craftwork, we are working
on the soul spirit nature of that child. However,
when we address this, for instance, in story-tell-
ing, the healthy results are to be found in the bodily
organism. For the adult to form sound judgements,
to have balanced thinking, depends far more on

whether a child was taught to use her/his hands and

fingers in a right pract.icalway, than as the result of
,

doing logical thinking exercises in later life.2

Today, some 80 years since Steiner gave the first

education course to the teachers in the Waldorf

School, neuropsychological research supports what

Rudolf Steiner put forward about movement and the

development of the human being.Such research has

reached the general public in works such as Frank R.

Wilson's The Hand, ho1J1its nse shapesthe brain, la11g11age
and human culture.

Waldorf education
•

The intellect

Intellect, as one of ou.r most noble faculties, can

only incline towards chis type of materialism in the

absence of aesthetic sensibility and qualities of will.

Will, on the ocher hand, inclines towards the spirit
and requires anchoring and bringing into the world.

Bridgeshave co be built between doing and thinking
and from thinking to doing.
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Animal Kingdom

A DESCENT INTO MATTER

Fczltmaking
Waaving
Laothor

Pottary
Glos.

Matolwori<

·w111osw Baskat::
C4rvin9
Wood tu ming

Q,oft Pl'O,jact

Through such a programme young people have
the opportunity to discover real values along with
many practical and social skills, values that have a

bearingon the response to others' needs and the
sustainable use of materials. Workingwith the hands
in a creative and responsible manner is essentially a

human capacity and therefore capable of reflecting
humanit)' in essence.

More information on the Hiram Trust can be found
at 1111v111.a11th.org.11k/hira111tmst

Bernard Graves has spent 25

years m Camphill. His wide-

ranging experience includes:

helping pioneer two new com-

munities, ten years class teach-

ing in curative education, upper
school science teaching.He has

set up craft workshops, includ-
ing a tradjcional willow basket

workshop, and related Further

Education programme. Since the mid 80s Bernard
has worked on integrating domains in the Waldorf
curricuJum inspired by the work of Eugene Kolisko,
looking towards a synthesis of agricuJture,medicine
and Waldorf pedagogy. In 1997 he became Direc-

tor of the Hiram Trust. Subsequently be has been

responsible for developing the Hiram Trust Practical

Ski.Us Teacher Development Course.

MinlY'of Kingdom

Plant Kingdom

stage of development as the child herself soliclifies
into an adult form. Thus the soft tactile experience
of the wool in the earliest years is followed by green
woody materials in the middle school years, culmi-

nating in the shapingof more resistant substances
such as seasoned wood and metal in the senior

years. The objective in developingsuch an integrated
environmental and craft programme is ultimately
co foster a sense for place and of one's place in the

locality?

·1 Rudo Ir Steiner, The Fo,111datio11sof Hl/111011Experieme.Anthropo-
sophic Press, 1996.
2 Rudo Ir Steiner, Education for Adatescem». rhapter4, SSF Publica-
tions.

3 Rudolf Steiner, Mr111as Hieroglyphof the Unirerse. Rudolf Steiner
Press.

4 Editor's note: the word 'I', sometimes written as the Ego,
refers Lo the spiritual core of each individual in Steiner's anthro-

pology.
5 sec Ingold, T. The Perreptkn:of the E1wiro1111m1t,Esif!J'Ii11Ureli-
hood,Dwelli11grmd Skill. 2001. and Rawson, l\L The Spiriti11J-/111110,1
l::.rol,,tio11.2003.
6 Rudolf Steiner, Riddles of f-/11111011iD'·lecture on the 2nd Sept
1916.
7 sec also Lurzkc, P. The Sensefor Lo11gHage.in Lo11g11r,ge011dLearn-
i11g.edited by M. Rawson and P. Lutzkc, 2002
8 Editor's note: the 'ctheric heart' could be described as the focal

point of the system of individualised movement, habit, behav-
ioural and attitudinal patterns that each person establishes by
puberty. Herc orchcrypal/cosmicpatterns find individual form.
9 \XlendyTitman, director of Learning Through Landscape - a

national organisation that works in the mainstream sector, cites
schools that have activelytransformed their traditional tarmac

surfaces into imaginativerecreational and educational landscapes
and noticed a marked improvement in both the emotional well-

beingof rhc children .and in their educational achievements.

Living and Learning with nature

The descent into matter - an introduc-

tion to work

'\' here, today, can young people find the opportu-
nity to learn the work gesture? In our overly-sanitised
society children need to be led and introduced to

very basic materials and processes. Adolescents need

a challenge that helps equip them ultimately with
essential skills to manage the practical affairs of life
and to develop a moral sense of responsibility for
their environment, both natural and human. Using
whole body movement and finer motor skills in par-
ticular providesa route to groundingoneself. What

was for the younger child learning through play must

now become transformed into learning whilst work-

mg.
In an educational context, craftwork still has

much to offer in developingskill, work gesture and a

knowledge of materials. Aonghus Gordon, a founder

of the Hiram Trust, has developed an integrated
craft curriculum based on sourcing materials in

the local environment from the three kingdoms of
nature - animal, plant and mineral and using the
traditional craft gesmres.

This curricuJum is also a descent into matter. le

matches the nature of the raw materials to the child's

n established sense of rhythm merges the arche-

type with the individual interpretation.
Lastly, although our limbs execute the movements

through which will-activityacts to transform raw

material; the form that emerges comes from some-

where else. The realm of the idea holds that form.
Yet the realisation of the idea lies in the rhythmic
patterns fashioned by the Embs and whole body.

However, in his lecture of 1922, now published
as The F-/"111t111Hearl, Rudolf Steiner describes the

movement gesture from a very different perspec-
tive, one which could almost be called the karma of
movement.

Our deeds, indeed all our actions and outer

movements, are inscribed, he says, in traces into the
soul (or soul body). As well as these movements,
what l have accomplished and my internationality
are also inscribed there. This individually inscribed
souJ body streams towards what Steiner described
as the etheric heart" and is received by it shortly
after puberty. Our cosmic treasure trove, the etheric

heart, now receives our own individually fashioned
treasure, a moment of immense significancefor all
adolescents. All these movement gestures, trans-

formed and held by the etheric heart are then given
over to the cosmos at death, sown as seeds for our

further karma. Capacities of will work into the

future; whilst thinking stems from the past.

How, then, are work gestures acquired?
.

Is it fundamentally a process of

enhanced imitation?

Apprenticeship, for example, whether traditional

or modern, entails the schoolingof the will. This

can still be considered the first step in the process
of gaining the work gesture, and is chiefly directed
to the will. Playinga musical instrument also follows
this schooling process. At first the student has to

learn the movement until it becomes habit, uncon-

sciously absorbed by the life body. The sense of

freedom of movement comes at the point where the

archetypal movement form has literally in-formed
his/her own habit.

Rhythm is another key element in all craft move-

menc and musical practice. \X,bat is the right rhythm?
Is this more than enhanced imitation? Listen to the

beating of the blacksmith, there are secondary caps.

Long-term benefits of acquired move-

ment skills: the archetypal work gesture
The movements entered into in precision

sequences, such as chose related to handwork and
craft activities, are more than training in motor skills.
In the practise of work movements, which would be
better described collectivelvas work gesrures, the will
of the pupil adapts to the gesture of the craft. It is
in the very nature of this process that the character
of rhe gesture works inwards to foster the unfolding
and harmonious development of cognition, aesthetic
sensibility and practical know-how.

The vehicle for this rwo-wav process is what 1
mil the work gesture and is particularly evident in
the movements of a well-practised craftsperson.
\X.hen acquired, these movements play upon the soul
of the human being,giving a beat in the sphere of
will, rhythm in the sphere of heart and feelinzs and

. b'

a melody in the thinking human being. This is the
effect of the being of movement and its resonance

within the souJ of the human being.
Each craft has its own symphony of working

gestures, but as important to the acquisition of
the actual skills, such as hammeringmetal or plan-
ning wood, is the realisation of the point of rest
and of the complementary gesture. The arm ham-

mers, whereas the body moves freely,it is free of
this movement. This degree of separation cannot

be achieved by an animal. The whole body of the

woodpecker pecks, it follows the pecking limb, its
entire body can bur peck.

In the human being this is supposed to be dif-

ferent, in that humans have the potential for free
movement, The point around which any set of

working and complementary gestures move is the

centre, the space of the human Ego or 'l'. 'I' ham-

mer, not 'it' hammers.
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others attend to their wishes.
I have already been mentioned in Part 1 that the

ability of the child to remember increases in the
third year in conjunction with the awakeningof con-

sciousness of self and the freeing of etheric1 forces
from the head. Steiner points out that this childhood

memory is based on habits and is not yet a free inner

activity. It needs to be triggered by outer events or

objects. He describes early childhood memory as

very vivid and not in need of educational interven-
tion until the change of teeth has occurred.

Observing children at the beginning of the
fourth year, one witnesses that these new faculties

can cause emotional imbalance in the child. The new

consciousness of self shows first in a more basic
form that has a tendency towards egotism or ego-
centrism, which can throw the child and the family
into turmoil. It is the chaos out of which a new

step of development arises - provided the adults in

the environment are able to accompany the proc-
ess with guidance, love and appropriate boundaries.
The child's 'I' has to learn through experience and
at that age learns best through imitation and exam-

ple, through witnessing the presence of the higher
faculties of the 'I', such as empathy and altruism
in the adults around them. These impressions will
leave their traces within the child, although the three

year-olds cannot yet be expected to be social and
considerate of others, though on some occasions

they might show these qualities to the surprise of the

observer.

At the beginning of the fourth year children

often display great mood swings, which may lead

over into a more stable period within a couple of

months. It is interesting that the new '!'-conscious-

ness presents itself most strongly in the realm of

feeling.Emotions are now experiencedby the child

as belonging to her inner life, yet the 'I' is not strong
·

enough to master them and is unable to keep an

inner balance. As sometimes occurs in development,
things can be better controlled if one takes a step

The three - five - year - old child

Turning three means entering a new phase of life,
a time of change. Change is bewildering, especially
when there is little experience to help putting things
into place and creating meaning.

At this time children begin to speak of them-

selves as an 'I'. They become conscious of

themselves. Poets have described this moment of

self-recognition as a blissful experience and yet it

also brings the pain. The child can now turn a critical

eye on herself. It is a time of exploring the growing
ability to interact with other children in a playgroup,
to let go of mother or father, but also a time when

children may become more demanding in making

Renate Long-Breipohl

In the first part of this essay (Steiner Education,
May 2003) we reflected on the thinking of the

child in the first three years. We will now approach
the time between ages'three and seven. Firstly let me

summarise what we have already covered:
• Even though the thinking of young children
is directed towards the world around them, the

process involves more than simply learning to

understand and to use concepts related to every
day life. There is a spiritual dimension which we

can recognise in the child's ability to imitate, to be

totally attentive and to create from within.
• The activities of thinking and exploring cannot
be separated: the child thinks in doing.
• Up to the third year of life, the thinking of the

child is not personal or self-conscious.
• Thinking appears in various forms; in non-ver-

bal solitary play,in verbal expression and in social
interaction. The development of thinking is partly
independent of the development of speech, yet
speech serves as a vehicle for the emergence of

thought.
• The thinking of the young child should be

allowed to develop free from attempts by adults

to accelerate learning and to influence the child

through instruction.
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back from a situation that is overwhelming,and let
the child participate in something that is familiar.
The child is looking for and needs the guidance of
an adult who knows the path and makes the environ-
ment safe and life steady and predictable,

It ts a blessing for the young child to be able to

turn a\\'H?· from the focus on '' I want" or "l don't
wanr", and 10 experience being part of a group of
children with all its various activities and daily rou-

tines. The experience of consciousness of 'l' around

age three should not be seen as the platform for the

big leap forward but rather as the herald for some-

thing that will gradually mature in the years ahead.
This is frequentlynot understood in education

today.Too much emphasis is placed on the child's
consciousness of self and in consequence children
are often irritated or troubled bv their own ever-

changing wis hes and desires pulling them in several
directions at once, or being asked co make too many
choices or decisions. Too much self-awareness in
relation co achievement can lead to a lack of confi-
dence.

The task of the fourth and fifth vear is described
by Steiner as the strengtheningof the child's rhyth-
mical system through playand the free expression
of the forces of imagination.There is no doubt that
four-vear-old children are able co reflect and have

vivid memories, yet in order to avoid an early 'drying
up', these faculties are meant co remain connected co

the source of creativity in the human being, These
forces arise, says Steiner, from the depth of the

body rather than from the brain. Steiner points out

that, even for the seventh year of life and the rime
after the change of teeth the free formative forces
do not become active in the head straight away, but
'move down' to become active first in the rhythmical
system and feeling realm - hence his recommenda-
tion to teach seven-year-olds pictorially rather than

abstracrly through concepts.
The situation between three and four years of

age is somewhat similar. The formative forces of the

head have been freed, the child is able to use mem-

ory and thinking in a new way, but the main thrust
of development occurs in the rhythmical system and
in the unfolding of childhood imagination. I ow the

child enters into the most creative time in life. It is a

time of great richness of play,and it is worthwhile

observing how chinking is interwoven with this self-

enzendered will activity of the child. Thinking would
0 .

become hardened and less alive later on if it did not

connect with the forces of imagination in play.
Seemer speaks of the unity of plastic and musical

forces in the child up to the change of reeth." le is

a challenge co understand these two different kinds

of forces and of their interplay. The plastic forces

work more from the head region downwards into

the body,indicating the main thrust of the forrna-
iive forces in early childhood. Steiner mentions the
musical forces less often and mostly in connection
with the change of teeth and the education after
seven. ln the young child they belong to the realm of
the forces around the bodily organs and have a con-

nection with the soul-spiritual forces, which are stiU

totally engaged in the bodily functions.' They rep-
resent the unformed and potentiallyoverwhelming
creative aspect of the human being. Steiner describes
rhese musical forces as living in music, speech and

drawing, and later in writing in a transformed way.
He links them to the childhood forces of imagina-
tion, which, left alone, provide the right balance
to the formative forces. Bue Steiner warns not to

draw on these forces too much before the change
of teeth. Music especially needs to be given only in
small amounts for the young child only, otherwise
it can be overpowering. However, these forces act

as a necessary counterforce to the formative forces
around the change of teeth and they prevent think-

ing from becoming fixed and hardened by too much
form.

The change of teeth

At the age of three the first dentition is usually
finallycompleted. At this time all second teed, are

already present in the jaws in rudimentary form,
waiting to grow and break through. One could say
with some justification that the change of teeth is

spread cue over several years, from the fourth to

the seventh year. And even then the second denti-

tion continues in a sense until the appearance of

the wisdom teeth. Steiner uses the term 'change of
teeth' in relation to the inner changesof the child in

the seventh year. At this time the hardening of the

cooch enamel occurs and the incisors appear. Steiner

describes this as a dramatic event, an outer sign for a

huge change that is happening within, Spiritually,it is
the final liberation of those formative forces, which
have worked in the body to complete the formation
of organs and specificallythe formation of the teeth.

Up to the change of teeth the formative (eth-
eric) forces are entirely working in the processes of

the child's orgaruc growth, after that time
... they

partly witl,draw from d1ese actiYities. These released

formative forces now begin to work in the soul realm

of mental picturing and memory ...
The change of

teeth is a unique event. The forces needed to push
out the second teetl1 existed prior to thjs e\·ent, but

they are no longer needed afterwards. Once d1e sec-

ond teed, ha,·e appeared, chis particular acti,·ity of
tl,e ed,eric bodv becomes redundant. The final activ-

ity of puslung out d1e second teeth is an outward
marufestation of the kjnd of workjng that is going
on in ?hechild's organism:1

Steiner also indicated that during this process the

plasticand the musical forces separate and that the
rnusjcal forces recede from the head dowmrnrcls and
remrun in tl,e body for a period of time. The forma-
tive forces in the head do not push downward into
tl1e jaws any more and a free space is created into
which d1e teeth, the densest part of our body, grow.

Then whatever radiates upwards from the body
is thrust back, whereas d,e forces that shoot down-
wards from the head are restrained. Thus, during

the time the Leeth are chan!{in_g,the sc,·(::rl'.SI battle is

fought between the forces striving downwards from
above and those shooting upwards from bdow. The
change of teeth is the physical expression of this
conflict between the two kinds of forces, those Lhat
later appear in the child as his powers of reasoning
and intelkct, and those that need to be used particu-
larly in drawing, painting, and writing.5

For the first time in the development of the
child the situation arises that the humRn bejng finds
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herself in the struggle between rwo opposing forces
and has to rind a balance. This motif of a polarity
of forces will repeal itself in puberty on a different
level. ln a sense this battle of spiritual forces during
the sixth and seventh year could be caJlecl rhe 'first
puberty'. \'\"hat happens to the child in the seventh
year is no less dramatic than puberty, even though
the outer signs of change are less obvious.

"Mum, I'm bored!"

i\lany features of the: child in the sixth and
seventh year can be understood much more clearly
if one takes into account that a battle is raging.The
new abilities of conceptualisingand memorising do
not emerge harmoniously.The child goes through
phases of emotional imbalance, motivational pas-
sivity and vigorous, often uncontrolled, activityof
the limbs. The childhood forces of imaginationare
not as accessible any more and the inner process
of transition makes itself known as the experience
of boredom. The ability to play usually suffers or

comes to a standstill. What up ti.ll now would have

been action is now expressed as thoughts or spoken.
Doing and thinkingoperate separately from each
ocher, often causing friction rather than harmony. As
this crisis often coincides with the child's last months
in the kindergarten, it has given rise to considera-
tions as to bow to meet the special situation of these
older children. lt is beneficial for children at this
time to become part of purposeful work processes
or the adults around them or be gi\'en tasks to be
completed, at first under the guidance of the adult,
then with increasing independence. Freya Jaffke
has described workingwith engaging the will of the
six-year-olds in her book on Wod? and Pie!)'i11Emry
Cbitdbood.

The challengeof balancingthe polarity of
thinking and will, of the plastic and musical forces,
continues into the primary school years. Engaging
the child's soul life plays a decisive role in finding
the right balance. What works from below and what
works from above is brought into the right relation-
ship if the life of feeling is strengthened through
nurturing the child's imagination and interest in the
world. Th.is is the task of the education of the child
between 7 and 12 years. The foundation for this

process is laid in the appropriate way if the child is

given the opportunity to unfold the 'musical' forces
of imagination and play between the fourth and fifth
vear.

Coming to terms with the connection of
the change of teeth and the thinking of
the child

Steiner discovered and frequentlyspoke about the
link between the changeof teeth and the develop-
ment of thinking.According to Steiner, the teeth and

thinking are related to each other at various different
levels, He pointed out char within the same etheric
forces are active in both. The emergence of the

second teeth represents, on the physical level, what
thinking is in the soul or mind. In between Lies the

mystery of the transformation of growth forces into
forces of thinking In the teeth, which as we know

cannot regenerate when damaged or worn, physical
development achieves a kind of culmination. \V/e use

our teeth to begin the process of digestion;we bite

portions off which can then be broken down. \Vie are

meeting here the 'earth' or material quality of think-

ing, and chis is what the child encounters at the end
of early childhood. The equivalent in thinking is the

ability to break down experience, analyse it and form

concepts. However the important difference is that

concepts can (and should) remain living and flexible.

Understanding such inner transformations is a chal-

lenge co the modern mind, but one that is necessary
if we are to grasp che complexity of spiritual proc-
esses. wi th.in che human being.

The change of teeth. and th.inkingare not only

related co the processes of the etheric body, but also
related to the en,lving of the human ']'. Dentists
with an interest in alternative medicine are only
now beginningto understand the second teeth as an

expression of the each person's unique individuality.
In relation to the change of teeth, Steiner describes
the 'l' as working in the depth of the body together
with the forces pushing out the teeth. The T pushes
the hard substance of the teeth into the empty space
created by the plastic and musical forces. In this

process, the 'I' is also makingits influence felt on

qualitiesof thinking such as wakefulness, the poten-
tial for independent judgement and consciousness
of self. These abilities however, will only come to

maturity graduallyand finallyafter the age of 21.
If the child's ability to th.ink is called upon

too early, that is, before the seventh year, then the

hardening forces will overwhelmthe child's crea-

tive potential and the childhood forces will weaken

prematurely. There is a secret about doing things at
the right time.

\Vie must take the very greatest care that this
intellectual thinking does not appear too early. For
a human beingcan only come to an experience of
freedom, if bis inrellecrualiryawakens within him of
itself, not if it has been poured into him by bis teach-

ers. But it must not awaken in poverty of soul,"
If the intellectual quality of thinking is calJed

upon too early, then thinking will not be able to unite
with the creative potential within the human being
and will be hindered in evolvingbeyond its 'biting'
intellectual quality into a creative spiritual capacity.

If he (the child) has nothing within him that he
has acquired through imitation and imagery,which
can rise up into his thinking out of the depths of
his soul, then, when his thinking should develop at

puberty he will find nothing within himself to fur-
ther his own growth, and his thinking can only reach
into emptiness. He will find no anchorage in life, and
just at the time when he ought really to have found

a certain security in himself he will be running after
trivialities; in these awkward years he will be imitat-

ing all kinds of things which please him ...
And he

imitates these things now because he has not been

allowed to imitate rightly as a young child in a living
way.'

Conclusion

The development of thinking and consciousness

in the young child can teach us about a sec1uence of

events full of wisdom. Observing this sequence, one

can witness that it repeats the pattern of 'gestation'
and 'birth' several times, In relation to th.inkingone
can identify the same pattern at the critical ages of

3, 7 and 14 years. There are three 'gestation' periods
of thinking, each leading to a kind of 'birth' at these

points in life. At age three it is the appearance of a

consciousness of "[" after a period of unconscious
'1' activity in the entire physical boc.lyof the child.
At the age of seven the potential of th.inkingas free
etheric activityemerges after the developmentof
thinkingwithin the 'womb' of the forces of imagina-
tion. In this essay J have tried to show that there is a

similar gesture for the emergence of thin.kingin the
child at age three and at age seven. One can observe
a push forward in the nerve-sense realm causing a

crisis, then a step back into the 'warm cradle' of the

rhythmical and feelingrealm, in order to develop the
facultyof imagination after the age of three and the
facultyof imaginationafter age seven. Thinkingand
consciousness of 'I' are held back twice in order to

allow thinking to be placed within the human being
fullyintegrated with feelingand willing.Thus think-
ing is prepared for its final birth as a soul force at

around the age of 14 and for its mission as the high-
est of the human soul qualities,endowed with the

special task of being the key to the future evolution
of the human being.
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Vietnam

November 2002, 35°( with 95% hu-

midity.QuangAm,t.he female Buddha
who gives blessings and happiness,
stands upright in the garden of the
Dieu Giac Temple. The right hands
offers blessing, the left symbolically
lets the water of life pour from a bottle

onto the earth. The Dieu Giac Temple
is in the 2nd district of this giganticciry
with 8 million official - and probably
another 2-3 unofficial

- inhabitants. lt
houses an orphanage and recently the
first Waldorf kindergartenin Vietnam-
ese history.

The front part of tl,c temple
houses prayer and living spaces. ln the

centre stands a large altar. At the back

there is a bookcase and dining cable at

which shaven, yet beaucifuJ, nuns take

their meals. The atmosphere is relaxed,
peaceful, unexpectedly cheerful and

open-minded.
un Nim Tri, the leader of the

orphanage and the kindergarten sits

in a kind of open office to one side

of the temple building and explains
co me with relaxed dignity the tasks

of the temple community, whilst at tl,e

same time keeping a close eye on the

children playing in the yard.
There arc currently 120 children in

the orphanage up to the age of 17, the

youngest beingunly 17 and 28 days old
respectively (two boys who were left at

night on the temple seeps).
There arc no state funds for tl1is

work since the Vietnamese state is

itself coo poor. The money for food,

dothing and schooling comes mostly
in cl1e form of donations from Viet-

namese Livingabroad, but this is not

enough. The children sleep in simple
bunks and there is a large yard to play
in, with a few bird cages, a pond and

self.grown palms. These children are

On 4th September 2002 a Waldorf kindergar-
ten was opened in the vast Ho Chi Minh City
(formerly Saigon) in the grounds of a Buddhist
temple. The children come from a temple orphan-
age and from the poorest families in the area.

semin?11:. National television reported
regularly on progress at Nadjeshda
and this generated enormous interest

(includingmoney and volunteers).
ln 2001 the Kfrgistan education

Minister visited Nadjeshda and she

promised support. lt appears possible
at last that a licence will be issued co

giveofficial recognition to the project.
The inAuencc of Nadjesha has been

significant.The 'Seminar for Defcctol-

ogy' at the Kirgistanunivc;,rsityhas now

been renamed the 'Institute for Cura-

tive Eduaction' following the gradua-
cion of the first ten students from the

NacljeshdaSeminar.
At present there are places for 60

children at Nadjeshda and the waiting
lisr is long. An integrated \Xlaldorf

kindergarten and livingplaces for eight
children has been made possible by
the German Embassy. The Janus-Ko-
rczak-Centre, wruch is an integrated
workshop with 15 young people wicl,
multiplehandicaps,was also made pos-
sible through cl,e good offices of the

German Embassy. Outside the ciry,
near the mountains a small therapeutic
community has been established in

Kok Schar.

Karl-Maria Schiilike has received a

commendacion award from the Presi-

dent for her work. The next project will
be the opening of a school for healthy
children and founding of a \Xlalclorf
teacher training centre.

Despite their success the pioneers
at Nadjeshda still urgently need finan-

cial help to maintain their programme.

foot of the Tien Shan mountains.

ln l 997 the Friends supported a

project in which the co-workers at

Nndjeshdn were able to participate

personally made donations and raised prominent guests.
funds tO purchase a small workshop Graduallv the initiative came to the

and J\lrs. Fiedler-Stolte donated a small attencion of UNESCO, who funded

house in the ,·iJJageof Kok Scar at the an extension to the curati,·e cducacion

matov became the

Honorary President

of the Children's

Centre. \,.ich the

collapse of the Soviet Union, the Cen-

tre lost its state funding and premises
because the children were deemed

unsuited to be educated. Over the

do something for

handicapped chil-

clrcn. \X'hl!n one

of l ht: first children
she began to work

wirh also died in

rhc home, she be-

gan LO understand

that one must first

awaken hope in the

children's beans.

.
he founded the

ladjcshda ('hope')
Children's Centre in

1989. Herc adults

would help the

children learn to

be happy and hope-
ful through song,
painting and play.

In 1991 Air-

taken immediatclv ton home because it

was severelyhandicapped.
\'{'hen Mrs. Schalikc's own child

subsequently died, she decided to

Karl-Maria Schiilike came as a next three years the Centre changed in a two-year training in curative and

foreigner to this land, the home of premises frequently. ln l 995 Nndjesh- Waldorf education and a small school
her husband lgor. Soon after she had da was donated a small building on the building was built. At the inauguration
a child in the hospital, she experienced outskirts of Bischkck bv the Founda- the children performed scenes from
another birth. The other mother cried cion Danielle Mirtcrand

.
.l\.lr. Bender of the folk-epic Thi' Birth ef Manns to an

as the doctors insisted that the child be the Friends of the Arc of Education, enthusiastic audience including many

?ln::-1 people ask, 'where is l(irgiwm'
when rhcx first hear ahou: l he Nadjcsh-
da Children's Centre, S0m1: may have
heard or Tschmgis 1\i1m:11m·. the best-
known author from i hat land, in which

case the? can probably imagine the

snow capped 'Mountains of Heaven',
of the Tien Shan Range,with its 7,0ll()
metre high peak, Pamir, that Aitmoiov
has so memorably described.

Kirgisrnn lies in Central Asia and is
both a beautiful, mountainous land, as

well as being a poor rhircl world coun-

try. The mhabitarus still listen with awe

to rhe national epic, 1\ lauas. ln the deep
valleys of this land one can still find

the ruins of ancient cultures as well

a prehistoric rock carvings, This land
has seen Christianity since 300 r\D. Ir

is also a multicultural cornrnunitv with

some 85 different peoples and several

major religions.
All children grow up with the

profound conrcnrs of the traditional

myths and images. They learn wise

sayings from the epics to guide chem

through life. An example is:
If JO/Ir c>nell()'puts stones 011 .)'Olir path

put bread on his j)(J/h.

The Nadjeshda Children's Centre brings hope

Kirgistan
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The kindergarten was funded by sends a profound signal in a socialist

an initiative among Vietnamese living society, one chat indicates what 'edu-
in Australia, begun by Thanh Cherry, cation' can actually mean, even within
herself Vietnamese. Thanh and her such a system.
husband Ben both have a background As for the Waldorf kindergarten
in \X"aJdorf education and have worked and school house-style, I have the

ThQ Fr112nds
of the F\rt of
f:duc21t1on

Namibia

Three years ago the Sourerc Kin-

dergarten opened in a poor district of

Namibia's capital Windhoek. The par-
ents now have reason co celebrate.

It is summer in Namibia - glorious
blue skies and the air shimmering in the
heat. The sun glares, reflected from the

tin roofs of the huts. In the oppressive
heat the parents of the Soutere (trans-
lated from the Damara languagemean-
ing 'protect me') Kindergarten gather
for a summer festival in the township
of Katatura, one of Windhoek's poor-
est districts. The children gnze with

wonder and expectation from under

their colourful crowns which mnke

a rainbow effect amid the nrid dust

of the township. African dnnces are

danced and songs sung, there is laugh-
ter and joy - a welcome moment to

raise souls from the daily struggle for
subsistence ;ind survival in lives threat-

ened by alcohol and AlDS.

The speeches reflect on the achieve-

ments of the pnsr three years and high-
light the need for continued expansion.
Babies and toddlers need to be taken in

so that all the children .in tl1c familycan
be cared for. Two Damara women are

currently being trained for this task and

a large piece of land has been found

to realise tl,cir many plans. The good
co-operation nncl evidence of what

has already been achieved gives us

the courage to believe we can achieve

our vision. We have gratefully received
much help already and we hope for

more support in order that we can help
more of these children to get out of

their awful conditions of life.

Slowly, the shadows grow longer
and a gentle atmosphere settles on the

land and a sense of fulfilment shines

from the eyes of the children. Three

sheep roasted over an open fire have

provided a welcome feast for the 200

guests who have gatl1credand now re-

turn with happy he?1rtsto their homes.

Cor.inna Schnucnberg (founder of the

Soutcrc Kindergarten)
Knt:itura/\Xlindhoek

1'11,\T.... ""'.....
A

CHUA""'-

a t1nhthuongDi?<JGiflC
•?•n IT Ol1•4M

following initial thoughts. The human

being is above all human, and not a

European or Asian. The healthy de-

velopment of a human being occurs

in an equally valid way in every culture,

according to principles that Waldorf

education respects. For that reason the

basic educational provision, such as the

importance of rhythm in the structure

of the day and the need to play with
appropriate natural materials is the

same everywhere. Young children

benefit from the same colours in their

environment all over the world.

Nevertheless, in each setting,
whether in England or Vietnam, each

kindergarten or school teacher has to

find their own relationship to what is

universally human and adapt this per-
sonal insight to the situation they and
their children find themselves in, rather
than simply imitate forms developed
elsewhere. Only then can Waldorf edu-

cation live, either in Europe or Asia.

E. Mollenhauer-Kluber

Vietnam has only just begun ro physi-
cally and emotionally re-build itself
Frum the ruins of the Vietnam War.
\1Vitl, vast resources 1 he country is

striving to raise the levels of Literacyin
i hc nation in order 10 be economically
competitive. The will is there bur the

resources arc insufficient for the scale

of the task. The people aren't liter-

ally starving but the majority scrape
by on the edge of malnutrition, despite
their unbelievable capacity for work

- a quality for which these people are

rightly famous, as the Americans found

to their cost. This country has vast

potential to benefit from 'help towards
self-help'.

Out of the remnants of a living
religious sensibility,this culture has the

growing wisdom to develop socio-po-
litically in a health)"way.

One can sense the status of \'val-

dorf education when one realises that

all children from the nge of three are

obliged to go to school (though not all

can afford to). Each Waldorf initiative

in several Asian countries in recent

vears on behalf of Waldorf education,
especially in the kindergartentraining
supported by the Friends of the Arc of

Education. Thev have been involved in

other Waldorf initiatives in Vietnam
.

.

?ly experience in Vietnam pro-
vokes a couple of questions:
• Why are the Waldorf communities

in Europe-where there arc enough
financial burdens and struggles for

existence-being asked to fundraise

for a country in which one is actually
starving?
• \vby do all \Xlaldorf kindergartens
around the world look as if they come

from the same mould? Aren't they just
copies of a European pedagogical con-
cept, whose 'export' we are being asked
to support?

I cannot really answer such pro-
found questions in such a short article

but I will try. Firstly, initial impressions
from such a country can be deceptive.
This country has enormous problems.

luck \, most 111 the cm· have no such

place Lo play in. The older children and

some volunteers lrom the neighbour-
hood look ,l frcr the younger children.

The kindergarten room has been

painted red and blue, with wooden
stands wit h dyed cloths and Waldorf

dolls, pairu brushes and wooden tables,
all nearly laid out. There is large wash
room and two children's toilets - prob-
ably never seen before in Vietnam! The

place is friendly and welcoming. Adja-
ccnr co chis room, in an open area with

a shady roof is an outdoor playground,
one of the few in the whole country.
or the 30 children iJ1 the kindergarten,
about half come from the surrounding
neighbourhood. Mose of the local peo-
ple arc extremely poor, most working
some 12 ro 14 hours a day.During this
time they have to send their children

out onto the streets, Such children arc

called 'dust children' for obvious rea-

sons and have to fend for themselves,
since the parents cannot afford the

State kindergarten.
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prospect and in me next edition of Steiner led to initiatives in the areas of mobility our Alliance work in that what is known as

Education will write at length about how we by harmonising course contents so that 'early academics' is fast becoming an area

gm into this favourable position, its ration- diplomas could be mutually recognised. ln of contention. The Alliance has decided

ale and what we intend t0 make of it. the 19SO's this was extended by :1 ruling of to dedicate me next few years to raising
Christopher Clouder me European Court of Justice that stared questions in this debate and to work as an

the definition of vocational training also advocate for the improvement of children's

encompassed university education. As time lives nnd the right to be a child, without fnc-

went on, and in the face of die growing ing harsh competitive educational pressures

economic and technological strengths of dictated by economic anxieties that can

japan and the USA, it became an accepted be unhealthy and detrimental to personal
fact that education was a legitimate area of growth and fulfilment. This debate is now

European intervention to improve the cco- an imernational one :md it is on char stage

nomic and technological future of Europe. that we intend our voice, albeit modest, to

The Lisbon summit of 2000 was explicit in be heard.

agreeing a srraregy for Europe to become Christopher Clouder

drifting off, with 145 unattended chil-

dren in the wings and 1 adult only in
there with them

- the rest of us were

in front recitingour various sections!

To add to the complications there was

a small orchestra of pupils who also

had parts in the myth - with concomi-

tant ro-ing and fro-ingbetween or-

chestra pit and srage!. .. (I sympathised
with one such pupil who went on as

the curtains opened into her orchestra

place, and immediately ran off again
- she had forgotten her Aute!).

The character of different lan-

guages, normally expressed through
sounds only, became visible co our

eyes ...
This was a truly international

'movement', as hands and feet often

had to communicate what spoken
language could not.

The children and parents of

Michael House school, Derbyshire,
have derived courage, enthusiasm and

inspiration from the event that will last

long into the future. It only remains
for us to thank all mose who made it

possible.

Euryrhmy to \Vordsworth Tnti111atiow

of ]1J11J10rtalit;·,Gerard Manley Hopkins
and a humorous take on Seven Agesof
Man, with an originalscore by accom-

panist,Mary Alton. Althoughstudents
were gi\·en choreographic indications,
they refined the works themselves and

developed them to a performance
standard. It was very ambitious, and

we lived, ate and slept these pieces for
months beforehand. It was wonderful

to witness how the pupils developed
their abilities and gave of their best

...

\,le met on l\fonday,
panicked on Tuesday,
worked like Trojans
performed on Wednesday!
Initially shy and daunted by the

task of performing on a large stage
with 125 students, aged between 7 and

18, whom they had never met before,

speaking 4 or 5 different languages,
the students needed some persuading.

However the result was breathtak-

ing. Given so many possibilitiesfor
disasters the final performance ran

seamlessly.Just imagine the potential
for missed cues, messing around, or

\'{/hen, after attending the Easter

Eurythrny conference in 2001, I
mused on the children from Michael

House showingtheir work, 1 did not

dare to dream that such a possibility
should come about. It was, therefore,
with tremendous joy that I accepted
the invitation to participate in the

2003 'Eurythmy in the M.idst of Life'

conference, and I was overwhelmed

by the response and commitment of

the Classes Eight to Ten children from

our school.

A particularlypoignant presenta-
tion was the Australian Aboriginal
Myth of Creation, given by children
of all ages. Pupils from Switzerland,
Spain, France, America, England
and Germany had practised sections

of this story at home in their own

languages, and then forged it into a

memorable performance. This was a

true reflection of the spirit of the con-

ference, 'a fine example - in Euryrhrny
-
of encompassing collaboration'.
As well as participating in the ma-

jor international production, the stu-

dents from Michael House performed

Eurythmy Conference
Some impressions· after the conference, by participants from England
- including Mary Watson from Michael House, Derbyshire

social welfare and education systems'. The
creation of a 'knowledgesociety' was now

part of European-wide educational policy
but within the utilitarian terms of eco-

nomic growth and prosperity. And where

then arc the children?

This is an issue that should be close to

our hearts. As education systems come in

for great criticism and exposure of their

shortcomings we have co ensure that the

child remains at the centre. The Euro-

pean Commission's LOOI report A Ne11,

!111pd11sfor E11ropm11You//; acknowledges
that 'Education and training systems were

strongly criticised by bod, young people
and experts ...

The shortcomingsof today's
schools are nm primarily seen as the fault

of the teachers or of the schools as such,
but of the educational system as a whole.'

The pressure for change increases bur it

could easily result in resorting to the anach-

ronistic practices of the past. The French

Education Minister Luc Ferry recently
stated that putting the child at the centre

of education was just demagoguery, and
this sort of argument: has to be countered

with clarity and thoughtfulness. Many cdu-
cationalisrs arc uneasy about contemporary
trends and this gives another dimension to

in perusing the documents emanating from
Brussels it is noticeable that although there
arc references to and dedicated papers
about 'young people' there arc few refer-

ences to 'children' and their needs. Hope-
fully things are about to change and some

organisations, for instance Children in

Scotland, The l ational Children's Bureau

and Childrenin \'(/ales, arc co-operating to

raise die profile of children's issues. Of lace

there has been a marked shift co recognise
them as citizens too. The new draft consti-

tution of the European Convention Article

1-3, which states the objectives of the Un-

ion, runs '(The Union) shaU combat social

exclusion and shall promote social justice
and protection, equality between men and

women, solidarity between generations and
protection of children's rights.'

Th.is state of affairs has been up to

now attributable co the limitations of the

EU's competences in the field of educa-

tion. \'\.hen the community was founded

it was assumed that education was so

deeply rooted in national identity that any

supranational interference was undesir-

able. Being concerned with economic

policy however led to some competences
in the field of vocational training. This

ln the European Union the question of 'capable of sustainable growth with more

children's rights has not come foremost in and better jobs and greater social cohesion'.
either policyor the legalframework. ln fact This in turn required the 'modernisation of

Children's Rights

,\ Irer many years or perseverance and

frustration we have at last got ,1 positive re-

sponse from the DfES regarding the fund-

ing of teiner education in England. In a

warrnlv encouraging letter David Miliband,
Minister of State for School Standards, has
informed us that the Department is willing
co directly fund one Steiner school within

the new Academies legislation. \'\°e have

obtained coral autonomy of curriculum and

method, derogation of Key Stage 1, 90%
of capital costs, revenue equal to chat of lo-

cal maintained schools, direct funding from
the department itself and a funded research

project around the school to assess how

maintained schools can adopt the Steiner

curriculum and methodology. \,·e have

also been guaranteed freedoms around the

m,magemem structures so that the integrity
of our provision is legallyprotected and

the character of die education is not com-

promised. \X'e are naturallydelightedat this

Stop Press:
Public Funding
Success
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Reviews
Celebrating Irish Festivals by Ruth Marshall
Hawthorn Press
reviewed by Gabriel Knight

I t is nor so long ago that celcbra- Lady), as well as poems, ditties, riddles
tions marked our the passage of the and songs. The words of the songs
vear, Christmas and Easter stand out are gi,·cn in Gaelic, accompanied by a

foremost among them. These arc: the phonetic pronunciation guide and an

most enduring. Others have faded as English translation.
our lives have become more and more There is also a host of games and
caught up in time dictated by economic activities, each succinctly described.
demands rather than chat of the cos- The patterns for crafts activities are

mos. The Festivals were born out of clear and the materials used arc easily
a time when people were more con- accessible.
necred with the natural rhvihrns of the The recipes, sweet, sa,·oury and

issue of martyrdom in Shi'ism, which
is argued to be beyond the scope of

the book, but is nevertheless viml co

understanding the role of the concept
in contemporary Islamic thought. 1t is
Like attempting to understand che life

and teachings of Christ without the

Crucifixion.

All in all this is an excellent and

informative book, which offers an

easy and accessible way into ]slam and

hopefully a way of opening snidenrs'

and teachers' minds to d,is Yery chal-

lenging religion. Bridges need to be

built in this day and age, and it is im-

portant to recognise that we are not so

very di ffcrcnt a free all.

of tradition, and within this context

I had never heard of an Eid Pop-up
card: a western influence? l\loreover,
such trivialisation is visible in the book

insofar as some of the activities ap-

pear as contrived and banal, possibly a

consequence of putting them together
in an artificial setting.I liked the cook-

ing activities though. The recipes arc

clear and delicious, and closer to what

a lvluslim child might actually do wid1in
the home.

The structure of the book, built

around the prophet Mohammed's life

and incorporating a Surah from the

holy Qur'an at the beginningof each

chapter, is excellent roo and puts the

whole religion in a useful context for

teachers. The p,rinciples of Islam are

well explained, and I liked the tra-

ditional ?tories and the way a moral

The Islamic Year: Surahs, Stories and Celebrations by
Noorah Al-gailani and Chris Smith. Hawthorn Press
reviewed by Nadia Bahrani

As a born Muslim involved in Steiner thread is woven thwugh them to il-
Educatiun 1 looked forward with great lustrate aspects of ]slam. The tales of
excitement to the appearance of this Juha produced a wave of nostalgia for
book. A wonderful and necessary ad- me, but L did notice a distinct lack of
dition to a wealth of educational m;i- North African srocies.
terials available, this book is a new and A few mistakes in the text strike me

refreshingapproach to a subject often immediately.A woman on the way to
inaccessible to non-Muslims, teachers seeing her "boyfriend" is a very unu-

and students alike. The introduction sual concept (p.109) and Ali being de-
is excellent and quite successfullyad- fined as a friend of 1.he prophet rather
dresses the diverse views and customs than bis cousin (p.114), especially as

of different Muslim cultures. The this particular kin relationship is of
problem of imageryis generally well great importance in Muslim culnirc.
handled, because the depiction of pco- Babylon being located in Egypt on the
pie, the prophets, angels and so on is map (p.32) is intriguing too. In some

nor acceptable in Islam. It is stated in places, the stories are somewhat an-

the introduction, however, that since glicised, making them sound culturally
images have been used in the past, in less authentic. Consistency can also be
Ottoman and Abbasid art for example, a problem; for example, pennies and

images arc or can be acceptable, but pounds appear in one story (p.158)
that is historyand, to my knowledge, onJy to change into Dinars later in
not valid today. the same story. Furthermore, although

The craft activities work well as J\shura is referred to in appendix I,
nn attempt to make lslam more acccs- and the reasons for omitting it from
sible. The fact remains, however, that the main chapters are explained in the
children in most Islamic cultures learn introduction, it could ha,·c made up a

adult life-crafts and skills within the chapter entidcd 'After Mohammed'.
extended family;for example, sewing This would have balanced a previous
one's own clothes or the beating of chapter entitled 'Before l\,fohammed'.

copper to produce domestic wares. It has to be admined that it is a difficult
There is no 'children's crafts' type one to tackle as it touches upon the

Ru1h Mnr,hull

C&l•ndar of
s•aso?I celebrations

Celebrating
Irish

Festivals

"magical" are often accompanied by a

,·egetarian alternative.

The appendix ar the back provides
a useful guide for age-related acti,·itics.

The book is a rich companion, a

book that \\'ill prm·e to be invaluable to

parent, teacher and community.

of the People of Cessair and tracing
right through 10 the present day. l r
helps pur in context the nature of the
celebrations described, often a peculiar
brew of ancient and modern, pagan
and Christian.

The following chapter describes
how rnany of the Celtic festivals arc

rooted in pivotal points of the year, the

solstices, rhc equinoxes and the mark-

ing of the seasons. Samhain, (winter)
lrnbolc, (spring)Bel mine (summer) and
Lughnasadh (autumn).

Each chapter is prefaced by a

Celtic-inspired motif illustrated by
Judith Evans, The scene is then set

with a historical perspective on the
festival through a combination of sto-

ries, mythologicaland local, (look out

for the life affirming story 'The Green

seasons, the weeks, the days, our ,·er?·
breathing;on reawakening the connec-

tion we open up opportunities for a

healthier, more wholesome life.
The a.im of the book is nor to hark

back to times past but to:

O.Dera healll!J·1J1i:,:t11rt of
old 011d neu, tradition and innora-

tiou. throughwhich we can create

mea11i11gf11/celebrations for ottrselues
nitbin the co11/exl of our lires and

conditions todoy.
The book succeeds in doing this

in a practical, warm and enlivened
fashion.

The book is divided into eight
chapters. The main body of it is given
over to the movement from one sea-

son into another. Ir begins with 'A

Little ?Iyth and History.' This is laid

our clearly beginning with the arrival

Some of mv earliest and most endur-
ing memories arc baking in the kitchen
with my Grandmother, pastry for bil-

h..:rr}pu.:s gathered on f-raughnnSun-
day which would later slam our teeth
and tongue:. purply blue, stirring, and
wishing on the Christmas pudding in
dark November or setting out dainties
on 1\1:tyeve for the fairies. Opening and
readingGMm1ti1{(!,Irish iestirals brought
back all these times, reminding me of
how all these traditions had once been
an intrinsic pan of our daily lives.

The author, Ruch Xlar hall, a

parent, poet and teacher, has been
involved with Raheen w·ood Sreincr

chool, County Clare, for I 6 years. She
is editor of Xetwork lrelaud, a Holistic
magazine, Ruth has been celebrating
Celtic Festivals for 30 vears.

•
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Where Next? Some Post Harry Potter Reflections
...

problems of living.What is more, they al- men whom they admire. The books also

read)' realise these are neither caused by nor offer a bonus that the books of the Harry

farm. The arrival of Deryck Gilmour,
handsome yuung Special Investigawr in

Customs and Exci?c, who recruits Sandy
to help him because.: of his knowledge of
the local area catapults, Sandy into 111orc.:

adventure than he had ever l10pcd for. The
action mo,,es at breakneck speed around
rhe south east of Scotland and F.clinburgh
where Sandy'singenuity:tncl fortitude arc

?orclytaxed - buL not found wnncing./\gain
Mollie Hunter surprises with n wealth of

local knowledge,revealingthat middle cl.iss

Edinburgh of 1736 was, bt:causc of rrench

inAucnce, a much more civilised milieu than

London, alLhoughconditions in prisons likt.:
the Tolbotllh, and when the Edinburgh
mob threaten, could be grim indeed. Dery-
ck Gilmour finds '-;.'ishan's daughtermore
feisty than London ladies and a good dc:LI

more intelligent.After more than proving
his wonh as a man of action Sanelydecides
co stay on with Lawyer \Xlisharc. Despite an
occasionally over-complex plot tl,c reader

is kept involved, enjoys tl1c action and, less

painfully than Sandy, learns tl1at sticking
with the boring parts of life and learning
can pay off in the end.

Children do a lot of growing between
10 and 13, much of it vicariously chrough
tl1c books they read. Some of it, hopefully,

I.even. Will Douglas,:1 page boy, is a loyal
supponer of the young Queen, :although
his 'natural' father is Keeper of ahc Castle.

\Xiii!,someLhingof a gambler, with a love

of pby acting, is in charge of the boats on

the isl:mcl and because of Lhis is recruited

by his much admired cider brother - first in

an ancmpt to smuggle out the Queen, dis-

guised as a washerwoman, which fails, :mcl

later, more successfull)•,in an elaborate plot
where Will's :icting as the 'l.orcl of Misrule'

helps lhe Queen 10 escape.

/;.s(l)pef-0111IJJch /...evm would make an

excellent class or library book, interesting
10 borh boysand girls.1\uthor l\follie Hum-

er's careful research provides a wealth of

derail about che life Mar)' and her entourage

led, their pastimes and interests. Will's reac-

tion to his lowly position as 'nncural' son,

his relationships witl1 his father, brother

and seamstress mother, all merit discus-

sion. Most imporram, however, is the high
quality writing. The opening and closing
chapters are particularlymoving.There arc

no happy endings.No magic saves Queen
Mary or Will and yet our lives are a lictlc

richer from knowing them.
ally smrtingwith news that Mary Queen of The Lothian lvm has a fast moving and

Scots has been beheaded, is set mainlymany detailed plot. Young Sanely"i\fai,well is so

years before in 1567 when Mary Queen of bored witl1 his life as articled clerk to Edin-

Scots was deposed from the throne and burgh lawyer Wishart that he has asked to from books such as these.

imprisoned in the island castle of Loch break his contract and return to his father's

Potter type lack. 130th have the historical

authenticity and local knowledgewhich
only painstaking research on the part of

the author can give.The bare bones of real

hiswry arc fleshed out, readers introduced,
not just to major, b?t minor characters and

their Iifestyles. Less usually, although the

books arc set over 150 yea.rs apart, they
complement each other by being written

from opposing political viewpoints and

are probably best read in chronological
SCl]Uencc.

EscapeJro111Loch Lc11en,although unusu-

cured by magic.Hopefully,like Harry Pot-
rcr, the)' will have friends and, unlike him,
families to help them, but no magic. Even
Hansel and Gretel used their own ingenuity
to escape the wicked witch.

This is the secret at the heart of the

EscapeJro111Loch I1,,e11 and The Lotbia» R1111,
books more suited to the 12- and 13-ycar
old than the younger reader. Their main

characters arc not wizards like Harry but

real flawed human beings with strengths
and weaknesses who are caught up, not in

fantasy,but in well documented historical

situations where they have to rely on their

own talents and resourcefulness co carry

out missions entrusted to them by young

The misgivingsI have had when reading
the very occasional Harry Potter chapter to

our almost ID-ycar-oldgrandson were more

1ha11 confirmed as I read Alwyn's analysis
of how the Harry Potter books developed
from engaging adventure stories into a se-

ries where 'the reader accompanies Harry
ever deeper into darkness and fear.' Her

primary concern about 'the uneasy shadow

effect of Harry Potter books on younger
children is the insidious nature of this

darkness at rhe core of each book' which

threatens co endanger especiallythe vulner-

able youngest readers whom she compares
with Hansel and Grcrcl lured by the wicked

witch's house of sweets. More worrying still
is the charge that 'J. K. Rowling has so far

offered no adequate counter balance to the

evil released by her books'.
Even lO-year-olds without television

arc aware of the man-made evils children

of their age may be facing somewhere in

the world - starvation, bombing, or, in their

own experience, family break-up, ceasing,
disappointments - all the large and small

Flonl> Books of hdinburgh is to be con-

gr:1iul:1.1edon the urning of the re-issue of

two Lilies an their 'Kelpics' series by award-
wanniny. Scottish author Mollie Hunter.

/;m1p11.fro111/ .arb I ..i•1','II and ·11J1•I.J1lhir111lvm

are historical novels for readers in 1he I0-13

age range. Both books arc sea in Scotland,
and have 16-year-olclboys as rhcir main

characters. Buth deal with plots to restore

the jacobites to rhc throne but are told

from opposing viewpoints over 150 years

apart.

\X1hyshould books Like I his be impor-
tant at rhrs particular rime?

E veryonc who read Josic Alwyn's
article, I larrv Poller and the Pio/ q/ Gold in

June 2003 edition of Slei111•rEdncation, aptlv
twinned with an interview with a Steiner

school pupil who is a keen Harry Potter

fan, muse have felt very concerned as co

what can be done by teachers, parents, or

even grandparents to counteract the influ-

ence of books of this type. Media empha-
sis, together with peer pressure, ensures

that Literally millions of children world

wide are hooked.

Escape from Loch Leven and The Lothian Run by Mollie
Hunter. Floris Books
reviewed by Wilma Rawson

Goodness, Beauty & Truth - a video by Aliki Sapountzi reviewed by Kevin Avison

How this is clone embodies what seems to one always has the feelingrhat the children

this re\·iewer co be the strengtl1 of this pres- are not far away. Dramatic gestures arc also

entation of \'\'aldo.rf education, the way the tl1cre in the w:iy the opening sequence (bal-

emphasis on the .work in the classroom in in some of the latter). On the other hand, the loving attention tl1ar has been put into

order to show how the wonderful outdoor parents whose children arc setting out 'witnessing, capturing and producing' it and

sequences - milking, ploughing, forging, on tl,e Waldorf education journey might that is its value.

the Olympic Games, the lime kiln - flow gain much from the film; they would no

this kind. The sequences mentioned in par- someone facC:!dwitl1 the question, 'why do

ticular would make a positive impression you send )'Our children to Srciner?' (not an

on most viewers. Though it is not explicitly uncommon question!), finding chis a useful

stated, the video docs provide a glimpse way to share their reasons with friends of

into t.he deeper aspects of whm Waldorf family. Goodness, beaury and truth are

schools are about :mcl by doing so raises grand ideals and at times tl1e film and its

creator seem swept up by the sheer power

of tl1e confluence. Some viewers might
favour a humbler title or one chat gives a
more comprehensiveoverview (the Steiner
Waldorf School Fellowship sponsored
video, A 'Ji'111e lo Leam continues co be

the most comprehensive available, though
ir lacks tl1e personal touch that informs

Cooi/11css,Bem1tJ•& Tmth and is somewhat

outdated). What shines from this video is

doubt recognise something of their own

children in tl1osc filmed here. I can imagine

questionsof parentingand the wider learn-

ing community of a Steiner school.

This leads to the c1uestion:'who is this

video for'' Video is not a medium thar

lends itself readil)' tO anal)'sis and 'Good-

ness, 13caury & Truth' has little analytical
about it, which would limit its usc[ulncss

for academic audiences or teachers want-

ing to fine\ out about Waldorf education

(though it might serve t0 whet the appetite

imo and vitalise academic study. l3ut this

would be a tall order for a shorr film of

loons released to Ayover the school build-

ing) is c:choccl by the image of geese flying
into the distance as the commcntar)' speaks
of the future of the children. This seemed

LO this reviewer as a little too deliberate,

even contrived, but not for a moment did

chat diminish 1hc evident sincerit)' of the

film or its comributors.

Inevitably, some of the footage in rhc

video lrns something of 1.he quality of the

proud parent's record of the school play;
bur this works mostly ro acid charm and

commitment co the whole. /\t times one

feels that there is a much longer film wa.it-

ing w burst through the constraints of the

format. Deft editing and an eye for the tell-

ingdetail help m avoid this, while sustaining
the viewer's attcmion Lhroughout.This re-

viewer would have liked co sec a little more

transforrnative processes of the years 7 to

14 arc presented in a mere 40 minutes - no

sm:111 task!

lf narrative is the strength of the

video, some of the explanation feels a Little

uneasy, As I have indicated, the film weaves

these moments into the action very capably,
but few, if anr, teachers really know how to

'talk to camera' (study the art of TV histo-

rians like Simon Sharma to sec how it can

be done) and the tendency of the spcnkcr
to fix the lens with the eye and compel at-

tention with large gestures, both physical
and verbal, looks at times as embarrassing
as watching one of the older stage actors

performing in r.he narrow prison of a

television screen. l ntcrcscingly, the class

teacher largely :woicls seeming to 'make a

performance of it', perhaps largelybecause

the education of the adolescent is touched

upon, but the substantial heart of the film

is the progress of the class from Classes

One to Eight. In particular, the phases from
Classes Three co Eight are made substantial

through footage of class activities. The

relatively small attention given to the first

two classes may have had something to do

with the change of teacher in Class Three

when Astrid Maclean rook over the class.

Throughout there is a clever use of cutting
between exposition from John Burnett,

Philip Shimon, Karla Kinigcr as well as

Astrid herself and images that gently coax

the viewer ,co feel the reality of what is be-

ing explained. Even when, during an early
contribution from Philip, still photographs
are used, the images arc presented in such

a way that the whole remains in movement.

Goodnm. Beauty& Trutb is a labour of love,
no question about it. The camera follows

the development of a particular group of

children at the Rudolf Steiner School, Ed-

inburgh. like an enthusiastic parent, which

is clearly what Aliki was when she filmed

the material. The result is a warm-hearted

tribute to the education the children re-

ceive. From the opening harp music played
bv a ten-year-old pupil of the class, co the

sequences from class plays and trips to the

farm, the narrative of a Waldorf class is

tenderly revealed in a language chat will

surely communicate co anyone who re-

mains awake to the magic of childhood.

Scarringwith the school's birthday eel-

ebrarions, during which yellowballoons are

released, the film enfolds the signature ges-
ru.res of the three ages of childhood, good-
ness, beauty and truth, within the srory of

one particular class. There is a glimpse of

kindergarten and, at the end of the video,
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From a School Doctor
Warmth - for body, soul and spirit
Dr. Bettina Lohn

SE Interview

SE asks Nana Gobel
...

SE: !11_)'f1l(J"l'.'\pl'rie11a•114wl is ii abou! ll""aldo?feducatio»
tha! 111akt's it rell't'rl!I/ i11so 111m!J'rli[fm:11!m/t11m/ contexts?

( her the years l have got to know many \X'aldorf
Schools that are quite remote from the Middle
European origins of the education and have a quite
different cultural and religious background. On the
other hand we live in an age of globalisation that is
especially characterised by industrial goods that are

the same everywhere. The most obvious example
is men's clothing. At least in cities, men wear the
same suits all over the world! \X'e see that there is
both a local and a global culture and that reflects the
nature of the human being who is both a member
of a community whilst at the same time belongs to

humanity as a whole. In the countries 1 have visited
\X·atdorf education is fruitful because it begins with
what is universal in the child whilst raking hold of
what belongs to the local culture through the cur-

riculum. The more it is possible to integrate the cul-
ture and history of a community into the curriculum
- and here there is much research that needs doing
- the more \'<'aJdorf education will succeed.

SE: These 11eJ11 prqjerts ob!'iow(ybare 11111chto learn fro)»
t'S!ahlishfd Ira/do if (01/11/IIIIJities. fVhat Call IJ'e learn fro111
tbo». bouerer?

ln the loka chool in Hyderabad in India children
from six different religions are taught together and
narurallv the school celebrates the main festivals of
each religion. \ve can learn from this example how to

• teach in multi-cultural schools, especially those in big
cities. \'\·?.can also integrate stories and culture from

non-European peoples into our curriculum and thus

hope to create more understanding for the breadth
of human experience. \?·e could also learn how

possible it is to work in schools with very limited re-

sources - certainly a lesson worth learning for some

European schools.

SE: ./"ire there atltttres, to )'Our kt1011J!edge,in 1vhich 11:/aldo,f
education cannot find a.footing?

1 don't know of such cultures, though we shall have

to see how \'faldorf schools develop that will be
founded in the Arab world, where there bas recently
been great interest.

SE: ] /JI' 1 ?ienrls of the A 11 of Education receive mos! of
their donationsfromthl' Ger111r111-speaki11g1vor/rl. Ho111can
the E11glish-spe(/ki11g1/lor/rl help?

When we founded the Friends of the Art of Educa-
tion it was our dream that each European country
would establish a support and fundraisingfounda-
tion to help anrhroposophicaleducation. This has
happened in Holland and in Switzerland. We would
of course be happy to receive donations from the
UK but it would be much more useful if the donors
could donate to a British charity from the tax point
of view. If there were individuals there who wished
to take this initiative we would be very willing to of-
fer our help and co-operation

SE: Nana, 1ve thank )'OIifor this interoien:

Born in 1955, and having attend-
ed a Waldorf School, Nana Gobel

originally studied Archaeology,
Classics and Egyptology but then
trained as a banker and worked
for the GLS Bank in Bochum
in Germany from 1987 to 1996.
Since 1976 she has helped set up
the Friends of the Art of Educa-
tion (Freunde der Erziehungskunst Rudolf Steiners)
for whom she has worked ever since. Over the years
she has tirelessly travelled the world visiting initiatives.
Nana is not only an experienced field worker but is
also a highly effective fund-raiser for the Friends and
other children's charities. In 2003 she was appointed
General Secretary of the Anthroposophical Society in
Germany.

Manyof us will associate warmth with this year's
summer! You may remember how differently

people coped with me heat. Some felt comfortable
and at home with it, others were in need of shade

or air conditioning.Warmth is one of me four ele-

ments and like earth, water and air it is an essential

ingredient of the human body and our environment.
Our body's functioning depends on a very specific
and tightly controlled temperature range. Warmth is

unique: it is invisible, but nevermeless measurable. In

addition, it does not only playa part in the physi-
cal world, but is also associated with our emotional
life. 1vfost of us know and value the experience of
'human warmth;. \Xie can also 'warm to' somebody
or something or get 'fired up'. We can call an atmos-

phere 'warm', but can equally have a 'frosty' meeting,

even in an overheated room. Warmth, like rhythm, is
an essential feature of human life.

Evolution

Warmth appears to be an ingreruent of life right
from the very beginning. It was probably present
even before any earthly matter. The evolution of

minerals, plants and animals goes hand in hand

with an increasing autonomy from meir environ-

ment. This also applies to their warmth. Plants, for
instance, have little warmm of their own and are

integrated in the temperature of their env:ironment.

Depending on me species, they need a particular,
eimer warmer or cooler, climate. This is similar for

primitive animals. However, the more developed
an animal is, the greater its independence from me
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environment and the more autonomous its warmth

organisation. The emancipation of an animal's
warmth organisation appears to go hand in hand
with the emergence of a sentient life. And although
the hwnan being has taken a further step in the

course of evolution, he/she shares such features
with the developed animals.

The Human Body
\X.'e are all familiar with the term 'having a tem-

perature', which usually means a raised temperature,
often associated with feeling unwell. Of course our

body always has a temperature! The normal range
is between 36°C (96.8°F) and 37.5°C (99.5°F), but
varies individually,depending on environmental

circumstances, clothing, ti.me of day,menstrual cycle,
emotional situation etc. A temperature between
37.5°C (99.5°F) and 37.9°C (100.2°F) is 'raised' and

38°C (100.4°F) and above is a 'feyer'. Temperatures
above 40°C (104°F) can be dangerous. The sever-

ity and significanceof a raised temperature/ fever,
however, depends on several factors, including age,
illness symptoms etc. All these together determine
the need for action. In newborn and young babies,
for instance, raised temperatures have to be taken

especially seriously and, if in doubt, a doctor should

be consulted. I hope to discuss fever in a later issue.
The distribution of warmth within the body

is also interesting. It is not evenly spread, but the

temperature is generally speaking a little higher in the
trunk and head compared to arms and legs.Also, the
temperature inside the body (core temperature) is

higher than on the surface (peripheral temperature).
This varies during day and night and shows a typical
pattern over the course of 24 hours. The overall

daily variation lies between 0.5°C and 1.0°(. During
the night, generally speaking, our core temperature
is lower, our peripheral temperature higher. During
the day this is the other way around. But on closer
look it appears to be even more differentiated, our

temperature also gradually rises during the day and
then falls again in the night. Of course these changes
in temperature are, in addition, influenced by factors
like environmental temperature, physical activity,
menstrual cycle etc., but the underlying rhythmical
pattern remains present in healthy people. Changed
temperature patterns can be an indication of ill

health, which is an area of extensive research.

Significance for Daily Life?

We need warmth to feel comfortable and func-

tion well. But is there maybe more to it? ls it not

remarkable that our body temperature shows a

similar pattern to our waking and sleeping rhythm?
Both have a 24-hour rhythm. So, when we are asleep,
i.e. not conscious, our core temperature falls and
rises again during the day when we are awake, i.e.
conscious, and relate to the external world. Tb.is
raises the question about a possible link between our

soul-spiritualbeing and our body warmth. It sug-
gests that our warmth is the physicalcarrier of our

soul-spiritual being, facilitating the integrationof
our (self) consciousness with our physicalexistence.
The consequences of such a relationship could be
considerable. We could feel called to observe our

individual experiences with and reactions to warmth
and coldness, thereby getting to know our own

warmth organisation much more closely. It is amaz-

ing how often people are unaware of their warmth,
like for instance their cold feet. Do we know how

our individual warmth is fluctuatingduring the day?
Can we find a relationship to how we feel in our-

selves? This is more than just a question of feeling
comfortable. It could be seen as an active contribu-
tion to health in the widest sense. The appropriate
warmth in our homes (and school buildings!)would

gain new significance, as would how we dress and
look after our body warmth. Today's fashion of

midriff-exposure(high-endingtops and low-starting
trousers) could from this point of view raise ques-
tions - it exposes the most central part of warmth
of the body. We could also consider the material

we dress in, how differently natural materials (e.g.
cotton, wool) respond to our body's temperature
compared with synthetic materials. We also know

that getting a 'cold' can be related to neglected
warmth (something that children often loathe their

mothers commenting on!). These are just indications
to encourage a different appreciation of our own

warmth and its needs.
Warmth is especiallyimportant for children.

The newborn and young are particularlyvulnerable,
as they cannot as yet hold and regulate their tem-

perature very well. Warmth is essential for a child's

thriving - physically, emotionally and spiritually. It
provides support for the child's development and
enhances a feeling of identity.Assuming a rela-

tionship between our soul-spiritualbeing and our

warmth organisation, taking care of a child's warmth

is like extending an invitation to the child to enter

and connect with this world.
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